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Single molecule FRET studies of reverse transcription

and chromatin remodeling

Abstract

The measurement of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) at the single-molecule

level provides a powerful method for monitoring the structural dynamics of biomolecular

systems in real time. These single-molecule FRET (smFRET) assays enable the characteri-

zation of the transient intermediates that form during enzymatic processes, providing infor-

mation about the mechanism and regulation of the enzymes involved. In this dissertation, I

develop and use smFRET assays to study two processes driven by motor proteins�reverse

transcription and chromatin remodeling�and reveal novel features of their mechanism and

regulation.

Reverse transcription of the human immunode�ciency virus genome initiates from a cel-

lular tRNA primer that is bound to a speci�c sequence on the viral RNA (vRNA). During

initiation, reverse transcriptase (RT) exhibits a slow mode of synthesis characterized by

pauses at speci�c locations, and RT transitions to a faster mode of synthesis after the exten-

sion of the tRNA primer by six nucleotides. By using smFRET to examine how RT interacts

with the tRNA-vRNA substrate, we found that RT binds to its substrate in either an active

or inactive orientation and samples the two orientations during a single binding event. The

equilibrium between these two orientations is a major factor in�uencing the activity and

pausing of the enzyme, and a speci�c RNA secondary structure in the vRNA substrate mod-

ulates the binding mode of RT, determining the locations of the pauses and the transition to

the faster mode of synthesis. These results provide a mechanistic explanation for the changes

in RT activity observed during initiation and show how the dynamics of a ribonucleoprotein

complex can regulate enzymatic activity.
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ISWI family chromatin remodelers are another family of motor enzymes regulated by

nucleic acid structures. These enzymes are involved in creating evenly spaced nucleosome

arrays, and this nucleosome spacing activity arises from the regulation of the enzymes' cat-

alytic activity by the amount of linker DNA present on the nucleosome. We use smFRET

and other biochemical assays to monitor intermediates of the remodeling reaction and exam-

ine various remodeler mutants in order to elucidate the mechanism of this regulation. These

experiments led to the discovery of an allosteric mechanism by which one subunit of the ISWI

remodeling complex communicates the presence of linker DNA to the the catalytic subunit

by modulating the availability of the histone H4 tail. These results provide a mechanistic

explanation for the nucleosome spacing activity of the ISWI chromatin remodelers.

Like the ISWI chromatin remodelers, the SWI/SNF family chromatin remodelers can also

reposition nucleosomes, but they may do so by a di�erent mechanism. To investigate the

mechanism by which these remodelers move DNA around the nucleosome, we used smFRET

to monitor the structural dynamics of nucleosomes during remodeling by the SWI/SNF

enzymes. Our results are consistent with movement of the DNA along its canonical path

without substantial lifting of DNA o� the edges of the nucleosome or displacement of the

H2A-H2B dimer. We observe DNA translocation in 1-2 bp increments at both edges of the

nucleosome, which suggests that the motion of DNA at the edges of the nucleosome is driven

directly by the action of the ATPase near the dyad of the nucleosome.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The structural dynamics of biomolecules

The structures of biological molecules de�ne their function. Proteins and other biomolecules,

however, typically exist not as one single static structure but rather an ensemble of conforma-

tions that interconvert along an energy landscape de�ned by the sequence of the biomolecule.

These structural dynamics play important roles in a number of biological processes. For

example, in biomolecular recognition, biomolecules can often exist in equilibrium between

binding-competent and binding-incompetent conformations that can regulate the binding of

a ligand to its receptor (a process termed conformational selection), and binding of a ligand

to its receptor can further alter the energy landscape of the molecule to induce additional

conformational changes (a process termed induced �t) [1]. These ligand-induced changes to

the structure or dynamics of molecules underlie the ability of ligands to regulate the activity

of biomolecules at sites distant to the ligand binding site (a process termed allostery) [2, 3].

Biomolecular dynamics also play important roles in catalysis, and the rate limiting steps of

many enzymes involve protein conformational changes [4, 5]. Finally, the conformational dy-

namics of a biomolecule may in�uence the evolutionary pathways available to that molecule

[6]. Thus, characterizing the structural dynamics of biomolecules is crucial for understanding

their function, regulation, and evolution.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Given the importance of the structural dynamics of molecules, a great deal of e�ort has

been made to develop techniques able to study the structural dynamics of enzymes and

their substrates [7, 8, 9, 10]. In particular, single-molecule methods have enabled researchers

to watch the movements of proteins and nucleic acids in real time, providing a powerful

means to understand the mechanism of action and regulation of the molecules under study

[11, 12, 13, 14]. In this dissertation, I develop and use a single-molecule Förster resonance

energy transfer (FRET) [15] as a tool to monitor the dynamics of biomolecules. FRET is a

phenomena that can report on the distance between two dye molecules [16], and because the

readout (�uorescence) is non-perturbative, these distance changes can be observed in real

time. Performing measurements at the single-molecule level o�ers a number of advantages

over techniques that rely on ensemble averaging [17]. First, many biomolecular systems

exhibit signi�cant amounts of heterogeneity, for example, a protein can interact with its

partner in a number of di�erent conformations. Such heterogeneity confounds traditional

methods that rely on measuring the average of a quantity over a heterogeneous population of

molecules. By tracking individual molecules, one can identify the di�erent populations that

exist within a sample and characterize each population separately. Second, many biomolecu-

lar processes involve the formation of transient, short-lived intermediates, and characterizing

the identities of these intermediates can aid in obtaining a mechanistic understanding of the

process under study. Because they exist only transiently, the intermediates compose a small

fraction of an ensemble of molecules at any single time, making their detection di�cult in

experiments involving ensemble averaging. Using single-molecule FRET (smFRET) to track

individual molecules allows one to directly observe the formation and dissipation of these

intermediates in real time. The FRET value of these intermediate states reports on their

structures while the distribution of lifetimes of these states provides information about the ki-

netics and mechanisms of the reactions that govern interconversion between the states [18].

Examining the lifetime of these intermediates under di�erent conditions can reveal which

factors regulate each substep of a multi-step enzymatic process. Thus, smFRET provides a

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

powerful means to study heterogeneous systems, characterize the structures of intermediates,

and dissect the mechanism and regulation of biomolecular processes.

In this dissertation, I apply smFRET techniques to the study of two processes driven

by molecular motor proteins: reverse transcription and chromatin remodeling. The motor

proteins involved in these process couple the dissipation of energy (the hydrolysis of nucleo-

side triphosphates) to directed motion along a nucleic acid template. Because these systems

operate under non-equilibrium, steady-state conditions; catalyze complex, multi-step pro-

cesses; and exhibit heterogeneous behaviors, they are excellent candidates for study using

smFRET. In this introduction, I will �rst brie�y describe smFRET as a tool to study struc-

tural dynamics (I refer readers to refs [19] and [20] for a more comprehensive description

of the technique), then I will review how previous smFRET studies of these systems have

contributed to our understanding of reverse transcription and chromatin remodeling.

1.2 smFRET as a tool for monitoring structural dynam-

ics

FRET occurs when two �uorophores, a donor �uorophore in its excited state and an acceptor

�uorophore in its ground state, are in close proximity. Dipole-dipole interactions between the

two �uorophores can result in the transfer of energy from the donor to the acceptor without

the intermediate emission of a photon, resulting in an excited acceptor and a ground-state

donor. The rate at which energy transfer occurs (kT ) depends on the spectral overlap of

the donor and acceptor (represented by the overlap integral J(λ)), the quantum yield of the

donor (QD), the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor (represented by the orientation

factor κ2), and, importantly, the distance between the donor and acceptor �uorophores (r)

[21]:

kT =
QDκ

2

τdr6

(

9000 ln(10)

128π6NAn4

)

J(λ) (1.2.1)

J(λ) =

´

∞

0
FD(λ)ǫA(λ)λ

4dλ
´

∞

0
FD(λ)dλ

(1.2.2)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

where τd is the lifetime of the donor in the absence of acceptor, NA is Avogadro's number,

n is the index of refraction of the medium, FD(λ) is the emission spectrum of the donor,

and ǫA(λ) is the extinction coe�cient of the acceptor. Under the assumptions that the

photophysical properties of the dyes are constant and the relative orientation of the dyes do

not change (often accomplished by attaching the dyes via a �exible linker and assuming the

dyes will be free to rotate and sample all relative orientations), the rate of energy transfer

depends primarily upon the distance between the dyes. Because energy transfer competes

with all other pathways for the relaxation of the donor back to the ground state, measuring

the FRET e�ciency (EFRET ), the fraction of excited donors that undergo energy transfer,

provides a means of estimating the distance between the donor and acceptor:

EFRET =
kT

τ−1

d + kT
=

1

1 +
(

r
Ro

)6
(1.2.3)

R6

o = QDκ
2

(

9000 ln(10)

128π6NAn4

)

J(λ) (1.2.4)

where Ro is called the Förster radius and corresponds empirically to the distance at which

EFRET = 0.5. Because the typical Förster radii of �uorescent dye pairs lies in the 2-9 nm

range [21], FRET is well suited for studying distance changes on the nanometer scale. For

the Cy3-Cy5 dye pair that I use, Ro ~6 nm [22].

In order to track the FRET e�ciency from individual labeled molecules in real time, I

use a prism-type total-internal-re�ection-�uorescence (TIRF) microscope to image molecules

immobilized onto a microscope slide (Figure 1.2.1). The microscope slide is passivated with

a layer of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), a hydrophilic polymer that helps prevent the non-

speci�c adhesion of proteins to the slide. A small fraction of these PEG molecules are labeled

with a biotin at the end, allowing streptavidin to bind. Because streptavidin is multivalent,

the streptavidins can link a biotin-labeled biomolecule to the microscope slide. The molecules

are immobilized at a density such that individual molecules are not overlapping and appear

4



Chapter 1. Introduction

as di�raction limited spots. They are excited by a 532 nm laser, and the emitted �uorescence

is collected by an objective lens. The �uorescence is separated by a dichroic mirror, which

splits the donor and acceptor �uorescence into two channels that are imaged onto two halves

of an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) camera. The images are aligned,

and the apparent FRET e�ciency (Eapp) is calculated from the �uorescence intensities of

the donor (Id) and acceptor (Ia):

Eapp =
Ia

Ia + γId

where γ is an empirically determined correction factor to account for the di�erent quantum

yields and detection e�ciencies of donor and acceptor �uorescence. This factor is ~1 for the

Cy3-Cy5 pair I use. Although other methods exist for performing smFRET measurements

(for example, without immobilization [23]), this method enables the real-time monitoring of

FRET from individual molecules over long periods of time.

Measuring FRET at the single molecule level provides a number of advantages in the

study of dynamic systems when compared to traditional structural and biochemical methods

that involve ensemble averaging. First, single-molecule measurements allow one to measure

the full distribution of FRET values in a population whereas ensemble FRET measurements

can measure only the average FRET from the billions of molecules in solution. The full

distribution of FRET values often provides much more information about the system�for

example, Figure 1.2.2a-c shows three di�erent distributions of FRET values that suggest

widely di�erent behaviors, but all have the same average FRET and would appear iden-

tical in ensemble FRET experiments. The situation is most problematic in Figure 1.2.2c,

in which there are two populations of molecules with FRET of 0.2 and 0.8; in this case,

the average FRET (0.5) is not representative of any individual molecule in the sample.

A second limitation of ensemble measurements is in the characterization of intermediates

in multistep processes. Although one can synchronize the start of a reaction, chemical pro-

cesses occur stochastically, so the individual molecules quickly become desynchronized as the

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2.1: Monitoring the structural dynamics of biomolecules using smFRET. a, Dia-
gram of the instrument used for smFRET experiments (not to scale). Labeled molecules are
immobilized onto a quartz microscope slide which is illuminated by TIRF through a prism
placed on top of the slide. The emitted �uorescence is imaged through a glass coverslip by
a 60x water-immersion objective. The light collected by the objective is sent through an
emission �lter (550 nm long-pass), a rectangular slit, and a lens. A dichroic mirror (630
nm cuto�) separates the Cy3 and Cy5 emission, which are refocused by a pair of lenses,
recombined at a second dichroic, and imaged onto two halves of an EM-CCD camera. b,
Cartoon of the single molecule assay used for studying reverse transcriptase. The quartz
microscope slide is functionalized with a 100:1 mixture of PEG:biotin-PEG polymers. Sub-
strate molecules (orange/gray) labeled with the FRET aceptor dye Cy5 (red) are attached
to the functionalized surface via a biotin-streptavidin linkage. Enzyme (yellow) labeled with
the FRET donor dye Cy3 (green) are introduced in solution. Illumination by TIRF excites
only those molecules within ~100-200 nm of the surface, reducing the background from dye-
labeled molecules di�using through the �ow channel that do not bind stably to substrate
molecule on the surface. The Cy5 on unbound substrate molecules is not excited by the 532
nm laser used for illumination.

6



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2.2: Advantages of smFRET over ensemble assays. a-c, Simulated histograms show-
ing the distribution of FRET values from a molecule showing a single, well-de�ned distance
between the �uorophores (a), a highly variable distance between the two �uorophores (b),
and a sample containing two populations of molecule showing two di�erent distances between
the two �uorophores (c). d, Top: Simulated smFRET traces from �ve di�erent molecules
showing a stepwise decrease in FRET from 0.8 to 0.0 in increments of 0.2. The steps occur
stochastically with a time constant of 20 s. Bottom: The FRET time trace obtained from
averaging the �ve single-molecule traces shown above. Whereas the individual pauses are
readily identi�able in the single-molecule traces, the major pause locations are di�cult to
distinguish in the averaged trace.

reaction progresses, limiting the ability of ensemble measurements to detect transient inter-

mediates (Figure 1.2.2d). Thus, traditional studies of intermediates often rely on mutations

or small-molecules to trap the system in an intermediate state, a situation that can intro-

duce unwanted perturbations and is not always feasible for some intermediates. In contrast,

single-molecule experiments allow one to directly observe and characterize the intermediates

and determine their FRET values and lifetimes. Finally, single-molecule methods enable one

to deal with heterogeneity in the sample. For example, if the system consists of a hetero-

geneous population of molecules, each class of molecule can be distinguished and analyzed

separately. Similarly, if an enzyme exhibits multiple reaction pathways, the di�erent classes

of FRET traces can be sorted and analyzed separately.

In the following sections, I will review previous smFRET studies of two di�erent classes of
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enzymes, reverse transcriptases and chromatin remodeling enzymes. In both cases, smFRET

enabled insights into the function of these enzymes that would have been di�cult to obtain

with traditional techniques that rely on ensemble averaging. In the case of reverse transcrip-

tase, the capability of FRET to measure the distribution of FRET values was important

for distinguishing the various modes by which it can interact with its substrate [24, 25].

In the study of chromatin remodeling enzymes, the capability of FRET to characterize the

structure of intermediates in multistep processes enabled new insights into the mechanism

of chromatin remodeling [26, 27].

1.3 smFRET reveals the orientational and translational

dynamics of HIV RT

The reverse transcriptase (RT) of the human immunode�ciency virus (HIV) is responsible

for converting HIV's single-stranded RNA genome into a double-stranded DNA competent

for integration into the host cell's genome [28, 29]. Because of its essential role in viral

replication, RT is a major drug target, and understanding its structure and function is of

great medical importance [30, 31, 32]. RT is a member of the DNA polymerase family and

consists of a heterodimer of p66 and p51 subunits. Like all DNA polymerases, its structure

resembles a right hand, with the DNA polymerase active site sitting at a cleft near where the

�ngers, thumb, and palm domains of the enzyme meet [33]. Unlike other DNA polymerases,

however, RT has two additional domains at its C-terminus, the connection domain and the

RNase H domain, which contains an active site that catalyzes the hydrolysis of RNA in RNA-

DNA duplexes [34]. RT's nucleic acid substrate binds in a cleft spanning the entire enzyme,

and the points at which the polymerase and RNase H active sites contact the substrate are

separated by about 19-22 bp [35, 36, 37].

Because it has two separate active sites on opposite sides of the enzyme, understand-

ing how RT interacts with its substrates is critically important to understanding how this
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multifunctional enzyme regulates its various activities. Indeed, during reverse transcription,

RT encounters a number of di�erent nucleic acid substrates on which it performs a num-

ber of di�erent activities [30, 31, 32] (Figure 1.3.1). Reverse transcription initiates from

a cellular tRNA that is hybridized to a speci�c sequence in the 5' UTR of the viral RNA

(vRNA) [38]. After elongating this RNA-RNA duplex, RT then works on a DNA-RNA hy-

brid where it performs RNA-directed DNA-synthesis to synthesize the (�)-strand of DNA

[28, 29]. Throughout (�)-strand synthesis, RT also uses its RNase H activity to degrade the

RNA in order to make room for the synthesis of the (+)-strand of DNA [39, 40, 41, 42].

However, two regions of the vRNA, the polypurine tracts, are resistant to RNase H cleavage

and act as primers for (+)-strand synthesis [43, 44, 45, 46]. (+)-strand synthesis involves an

intramolecular strand transfer that cyclizes the substrate, allowing the completion of both

(+) and (�) strand synthesis [47]. Finally, reverse transcription involves a termination step

where strand-displacement synthesis over the central termination sequence (CTS) stalls RT,

creating a central �ap sequence [48].

Given RT's need to interact with a variety of RNA-RNA, RNA-DNA, and DNA-DNA

substrates, Abbondanzieri et al. developed a smFRET assay to examine how RT interacts

with the various substrates it encounters during reverse transcription [24]. When binding

to a substrate containing a short DNA primer hybridized to a longer DNA template, the

smFRET measurements are consistent with the binding mode observed in crystal structures

of the enzyme bound to DNA [36, 37, 49, 50]: the �ngers domain (near the polymerase active

site) lies near the 3' end of the DNA primer, and the RNase domain lies near the 5' end of the

primer (Figure 1.3.2a). When RT interacts with a RNA primer hybridized to a DNA tem-

plate, however, RT binds in a mode that is �ipped by 180°: the RNase H domain now resides

over the 3' end of the RNA primer and the polymerase active site resides near the 5' end of

the primer (Figure 1.3.2b). In this �ipped orientation, the polymerase active site is far away

from the 3' end of the primer, so the enzyme is unable to perform its polymerase activity in

this orientation. Examining which features of the substrate determine the enzyme's bind-
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Figure 1.3.1: RT encounters a number of di�erent substrates during reverse transcription. Di-
agram showing the various intermediates formed during reverse transcription. RNA strands
are shown in orange, and DNA strands are shown in black. 5' ends of strands are denoted
with a circle and 3' ends of strands are denoted with arrowheads. The PPT RNAs are
highlighted in green and the DNA containing the CTS is highlighted in red.
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ing orientation revealed that the sugar phosphate backbone at the 5' end of the primer has

the strongest e�ect on determining the binding orientation of RT. When these nucleotides

are DNA, RT binds predominantly in the polymerase-competent orientation regardless of

whether the 3' end consists of RNA or DNA nucleotides, and similarly, RNA nucleotides at

the 5' end of the primer direct RT to bind in the �ipped orientation. Furthermore, the ability

of RT to extend these primers correlates with the binding orientation of the enzyme: On

substrates that RT binds predominantly in the polymerase-competent orientation, primer

extension occurs quickly, and on substrates that RT binds predominantly in the �ipped ori-

entation, primer extension occurs slowly. These results indicate that binding orientation is

an important factor regulating RT's polymerase activity [24].

The ability of RT to bind in the polymerase-competent and �ipped orientations is impor-

tant for its function on the polypurine tract (PPT) RNAs that prime (+)-strand synthesis

[24]. Reverse transcriptase must be able to perform RNase H cleavage at the precise 3' end

of the PPT sequence because the location of the 3' PPT sets the 5' end of the viral DNA. If

the PPT sequence is not cleaved at the correct location, the resulting viral DNA will not be

a competent substrate for integration [51]. After RNase H cleavage, RT must then use its

DNA polymerase activity to extend the PPT primer to initiate (+)-strand synthesis. Con-

sistent with the notion that RT must perform both of its enzymatic activities on the PPT

substrate [52], smFRET experiments revealed that RT binds the PPT substrate in both the

polymerase-competent and �ipped orientations (Figure 1.3.2c) [24]. Surprisingly, the data

also showed RT transitioning between the two orientations without dissociating, indicating

that it can sample between the two orientations during a single binding event (Figure 1.3.2c).

While these studies were performed on a short (~19 bp) duplex, the size of RT's binding

footprint, examining RT's interaction with longer RNA-DNA hybrids revealed additional

dynamics [25]. On longer substrates, RT shuttles back and forth between the two ends of

the duplex (Figure 1.3.2d). Because the enzyme could be observed at intermediate locations

when transiting between the two ends of the duplex, the movement represents sliding of the
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Figure 1.3.2: Orientational and translational dynamics of RT. a-b, the FRET histograms
obtained from the interaction of RT (yellow) with a DNA primer (black) (a) and a RNA
primer (orange) (b) hybridized to a DNA template (black). RT is labeled near its RNase H
domain with the FRET donor, Cy3 (green star), while the substrates are labeled near the 5'
end of the primer with the FRET acceptor dye, Cy5 (red star). The �ngers domain of RT,
which resides near the polymerase active site, is indicated with an F and highlighted in pink.
The RNase H domain of RT is indicated with an H and highlighted in blue. c, Top: Cartoon
showing the two binding orientations of RT on a substrate containing the PPT RNA primer
(green) annealed to a DNA template. Bottom: FRET time trace from the binding of RT to
the PPT RNA showing that RT can bind in both the polymerase (high FRET) orientation
and �ipped (low FRET) orientation and transition between the two orientations during a
single binding event. The enzyme and substrate are labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 as in panels
a-b. d, Left: Cartoon showing RT's interactions with a 56 bp RNA/DNA duplex. Right:
FRET histograms demonstrating that RT binds to the 56 bp duplex at either the front end
(low FRET) or back end (high FRET). e, FRET time trace showing RT shuttling between
the front end and back end binding modes. The transition occurs gradually via states with
intermediate FRET, supporting a model in which RT slides along the duplex. Adapted with
permission from references [24] and [25].
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enzyme along the duplex, rather than discrete hopping between the two sites (Figure 1.3.2e).

The ability of RT to slide along the duplex allows the enzyme to �nd the primer end via

facilitated di�usion after dissociation and aids the enzyme to perform strand displacement

synthesis [25].

Together, these studies highlight the ability of single-molecule techniques to identify

structural heterogeneity in biomolecular interactions. By making use of smFRET to char-

acterize the structural features of the di�erent binding modes and by combining these mea-

surements with traditional biochemistry to elucidate the functional relevance of the binding

dynamics, they reveal how the orientational and translational dynamics of RT aid in the

process of reverse transcription [24, 25]. Despite these �ndings, important questions still

remain. For example, although these studies addressed the interaction of RT with double-

stranded DNA and RNA-DNA hybrids, RT must elongate a double-stranded RNA substrate

during the initiation of reverse transcription [38]. Furthermore, both the tRNA primer and

viral RNA template contain evolutionarily conserved RNA secondary structures that regu-

late the elongation of the tRNA primer [53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. How does RT interact with its

double-stranded RNA substrate during initiation, and might the enzyme also exhibit binding

orientation dynamics that aid in regulating initiation? Does the tRNA-vRNA substrate ex-

hibit any structural dynamics important for the regulation of reverse transcription? Because

of its ability to dissect structural heterogeneity in intermolecular complexes, smFRET is an

ideal tool to answer these questions.

1.4 Monitoring nucleosome sliding in real time with sm-

FRET

Eukaroytes package their genomes in a protein-DNA complex known as chromatin [58]. The

fundamental unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, which consists of 147 bp of DNA wrapped

1.7 times around an octamer of histone proteins (two copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, and
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H4) [59, 60]. Nucleosomes restrict access to the DNA sequences they wrap, acting as an

important regulatory feature in eukaryotic cells. In order to make nucleosome-occluded se-

quences available for replication, recombination, repair, transcription and other processes,

the cell has evolved an elaborate regulatory system to alter chromatin structure in response

to environmental and developmental cues as well as maintain it during normal cell func-

tion [61, 62]. Crucial components of this regulatory machinery are the ATP-dependent

chromatin remodeling complexes, a family of enzymes that use the energy of ATP hydrol-

ysis to alter chromatin structure [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. At least four families of chromatin

remodeling enzymes�SWI/SNF, ISWI, CHD, and INO80/SWR1�exist in eukaryotes, all

exhibiting distinct functions within the cell. For example, in yeast, the SWI/SNF-family

remodeler RSC acts to promote transcription by establishing nucleosome-free regions up-

stream of transcription start sites [68, 69, 70] while the ISWI-family remodelers ISW1 and

ISW2 antagonize RSC by moving nucleosomes toward nucleosome-free regions and promot-

ing transcriptional silencing [71, 72, 73]. Through their e�ects on chromatin structure, the

remodeler enzymes play important roles in development, such as in the maintenance and

establishment of pluripotent and multipotent states in cells [74], and defects in chromatin

remodeling underlie a number of developmental disorders and cancers [75, 76].

Understanding the mechanisms of chromatin remodeling, in particular, how remodel-

ers couple the free energy from the hydrolysis of ATP to the disruption of histone-DNA

contacts and repositioning/restructuring of nucelosomes, remains a major challenge in the

�eld. Because this dissertation focuses on the ISWI and SWI/SNF family of remodeler en-

zymes, I will limit my discussion to these two families. Both families of enzyme are capable

of repositioning the octamer in cis, altering the translational position of the nucleosome

on the DNA [77, 78, 79], but the SWI/SNF enzymes also exhibit histone dimer exchange

and dimer/octamer ejection activities [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86] while the ISWI remodel-

ers also participate in chromatin assembly [87, 88, 89, 90]. The catalytic subunits of these

remodelers contain a SF2 ATPase domain that contacts the nucleosomal DNA at a site
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20 bp from the nucleosome dyad (referred to as SHL±2) and translocates along the DNA

[91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. Unlike other DNA translocases, however, remodelers face a

major challenge: their DNA substrate is highly constrained in a protein-DNA complex, so

translocation must somehow be coupled to the disruption of histone-DNA contacts.

Major e�orts have been made to understand how the translocation of DNA by the ATPase

is coordinated with the movement of DNA into the nucleosome at one edge (termed the entry

side) and the movement of DNA out of the nucleosome at the other edge (termed the exit

side), and have led to numerous proposals for the mechanism by which remodelers can repo-

sition nucleosomes (reviewed in refs [63, 65, 66, 67, 99]) (Figure 1.4.1). In the twist-di�usion

model, DNA translocation slides the DNA along its canonical path around the nucleosome,

maintaining the majority of the histone-DNA contacts intact (Figure 1.4.1a). Such models

are disfavored because they require the DNA to rotate as it slides around the nucleosome,

and obstacles to DNA rotation do not hinder nucleosome repositioning [100, 101, 102, 103].

Another set of models, the loop/bulge propagation models, propose that remodelers generate

a transient loop or bulge of DNA on the surface of the nucleosome that propagates around the

nucleosome and resolves at the exit side (Figure 1.4.1b). Consistent with this idea, SWI/SNF

remodelers have been reported to transiently disrupt the nucleosome structure during remod-

eling, exposing signi�cant amounts of DNA to nucleases [104, 105, 106, 107]. Furthermore,

various approaches have reported evidence that SWI/SNF remodelers can lift DNA from the

surface of the histone octamer to form intranuleosomal loops [104, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111].

In contrast, ISWI remodelers expose relatively little DNA to digestion during remodeling

[112, 113], though there is evidence that the remodeler may also transiently lift DNA from

the surface of the nucleosome [103]. Finally, concerted sliding models have been proposed in

which the remodeler globally disrupts histone-DNA contacts to move the DNA around the

nucleosome in a concerted manner (Figure 1.4.1a).

Distinguishing between these models requires the ability to structurally characterize inter-

mediates of the nucleosome sliding reaction. While ensemble FRET studies allow character-
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Figure 1.4.1: Nucleosome remodeling mechanisms. The histone octamer is depicted as a tan
cylinder and the DNA as a black line. a, In twist-di�usion and concerted motion models,
the DNA enters and exits the nucleosome simultaneously. Twist-di�usion models propose
that intermediates of the sliding process maintain most of the histone-DNA contacts whereas
concerted motion models propose that many histone-DNA contacts are disrupted in inter-
mediates. b, In loop-propagation models, DNA enters the nucleosome before DNA exits,
producing an intranucleosomal loop that propagates around the nucleosome and resolves
at the other side. c, In tension-based models, DNA exits the nucleosome before any DNA
enters, producing intranucleosomal strain (either stretching/unwinding of the DNA or con-
formational changes to the histone octamer).
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ization of the overall kinetics of nucleosome sliding [114, 115], the application of smFRET to

these systems enables detailed structural characterization of the intermediates (Figure 1.4.2).

Blosser et al. developed a smFRET assay to monitor nucleosome sliding by the human ISWI

enzyme ACF and found that remodeling occurs in a series of alternating translocation phases

where DNA exits the nucleosome, and pause phases where no DNA motion occurs on the

exit side [26]. Interestingly, the �rst pause occurs after 7 bp of DNA exits the nucleosome,

but subsequent pauses occur after the translocation of 3-4 bp. Further work demonstrated

that the DNA moves in 1 bp increments during the 7- and 3-bp translocation phases [27]. In

contrast, the same study found that DNA enters the nucleosome in ~3 bp increments. These

experiments also demonstrated that movement of DNA into the nucleosome �rst requires ~7

bp of DNA to exit the nucleosome.

Together, these results revealed an entirely new mechanism of chromatin remodeling

[27]. Unlike the loop propagation model, which predicts that DNA enters the nucleosome

before DNA exits, and concerted sliding models, which predict that DNA enters and exits

simultaneously, smFRET studies of ISWI remodelers found that DNA exits the nucleosome

prior to entering. Furthermore, whereas twist di�usion models predict an elementary step

size of 1 bp at both the entry and exit sides of the nucleosome, ISWI remodelers show 1

bp steps at the exit side, but motion in 3 bp increments at the entry side. The results

instead, support a �tension-based� mechanism for chromatin remodeling (Figures 1.4.1c and

1.4.3). In this model, DNA translocation by the ATPase results in DNA being pushed out

of the exit side one bp at a time. This ATPase action does not result in any movement at

the entry side, presumably because the enzyme's HAND-SANT-SLIDE (HSS) domain binds

the DNA at the entry side and prevents its movement. Therefore, strain builds up as the

enzyme pumps DNA out of the nucleosome without allowing any DNA to enter, creating a

de�cit of DNA within the nucleosome. When this de�cit reaches 7 bp, the strain triggers

a conformational change in the enzyme that causes the enzyme to move 3 bp of DNA into

the nucleosome at the entry side, reducing the DNA de�cit to 4 bp. This reduction in the
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Figure 1.4.2: Ensemble versus single-molecule FRET assays for monitoring nucleosome re-
modeling. a, Cartoon of the remodeling reaction. The footprint of the histone octamer
(orange oval) is shown on double-stranded DNA (black lines). The Cy3 label on the histone
octamer initially resides close to the Cy5 on the end of the DNA, producing a high FRET
signal. Addition of ACF and ATP repositions the octamer to the center of the DNA, causing
a decrease in FRET to zero. b, Ensemble FRET assay monitoring the nucleosome remodel-
ing reaction in panel a. The assay monitors the Cy5 emission from the nucleosomes under
532 nm illumination. c, Single-molecule FRET assay monitoring the nucleosome remodeling
reaction in panel a. The Cy3 intensity (green), Cy5 intensity (red), and FRET (blue) time
traces are shown. The single-molecule assay reveals that the FRET decrease occurs in a
stepwise manner, enabling pauses at intermediate FRET values to be observed.
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Figure 1.4.3: Tension-based mechanism for ISWI-family chromatin remodeling enzymes.
DNA, histone octamer, and remodeler are shown in black/grey/red, yellow, and blue/green,
respectively. The upper and lower DNA gyres are depicted as solid black and dashed grey
lines, respectively. Each base pair of DNA translocated to the exit side is shown by a red dot.
The remodeler is depicted as a semi-transparent shape with the linker DNA-binding domain
and ATPase domain domain depicted as green and blue spheres, respectively. Remodeling
by ISWI remodelers begins when the ATPase translocates DNA one base pair at a time from
SHL2 to the exit side. Because no DNA motion occurs at the entry side during translocation,
strain builds up in the DNA between the linker DNA-binding domain and the ATPase
domain. Once 7 bp of strain have built up, the ATPase domain stalls, producing a pause,
and the linker-DNA binding domain draws a 3-bp equivalent into the entry side, reducing
the strain to 4 bp. The ATPase can then translocate an additional three 1-bp steps to repeat
the cycle and enable processive DNA translocation. Adapted with permission from reference
[27].

DNA de�cit allows an additional 3 bp of exit-side translocation, increasing the de�cit back

to 7 bp, which triggers 3 bp of entry-side movement, and this cycle continues, allowing the

enzyme to processively slide DNA around the nucleosome.

Although these studies have made crucial insights into the mechanism of chromatin re-

modeling, many questions remain. First, ISWI remodelers are regulated by a number of

factors, including H4 tail modi�cations [116, 117, 118, 119, 120] and linker DNA length

[114, 118, 121, 122, 123]. Interestingly, these factors alter the catalytic activity of the en-

zyme, not just their recruitment to the nucleosomes, and it is not known how these factors
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impinge upon the remodeling mechanism to alter the kinetics of nucleosome sliding. Second,

although SWI/SNF remodelers have an ATPase domain that is homologous to the ISWI

remodelers, they are more disruptive to the nucleosome structure than ISWI remodelers

[113, 124], so it is unclear if they share a common remodeling mechanism. Indeed, SWI/SNF

remodelers lack the HSS domain that seems crucial to the tension-based mechanism of the

ISWI remodelers [27, 125]. Therefore, determining how SWI/SNF remodelers di�er from

ISWI remodelers in their remodeling mechanism, and how these di�erences contribute to

their divergent functions in the cell, is a question of outstanding interest.

1.5 Outline of the dissertation

smFRET assays provide a powerful means of studying the mechanism and regulation of

biochemical and biophysical systems. I apply this technique to study three di�erent enzymes:

HIV reverse transcriptase (Chapter 2), and the chromatin remodeling enzymes human ACF

(Chapter 3) and yeast RSC (Chapter 4). I summarize the main �ndings from these studies

below:

HIV initiates reverse transcription of its viral RNA genome from a cellular tRNALys,3

primer that binds to a speci�c region of the vRNA. This process is characterized by a slow

initiation phase with speci�c pauses, followed by a fast elongation phase. In Chapter 2,

we use single-molecule FRET to monitor the dynamics of individual initiation complexes,

composed of vRNA, tRNA and HIV reverse transcriptase. RT transitions between two

opposite binding orientations on the tRNA-vRNA substrate, and the pausing events during

initiation are related to RT binding in an inactive orientation, where the enzyme is �ipped

180° from the polymerization-competent con�guration. We examine the contributions of the

tRNA and vRNA secondary structure in regulating RT's behavior, and �nd that a stem-

loop structure within the vRNA is responsible for maintaining the enzyme predominantly in

the �ipped orientation at the major pause locations. Disruption of the stem-loop structure
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triggers the initiation-to-elongation transition. These results demonstrate how the structural

dynamics of the initiation complex directs transitions between the early phases of reverse

transcription. This work was published in reference [126].

The ISWI-family chromatin remodeling enzymes promote heterochromatin formation and

transcriptional silencing by generating regularly spaced nucleosome arrays. The nucleosome-

spacing activity arises from the dependence of nucleosome translocation on the length of

extranucleosomal linker DNA, but the underlying mechanism for this regulation remains

unclear. In Chapter 3, we study nucleosome remodeling by the human ACF complex, an

ISWI enzyme comprising a catalytic subunit, Snf2h, and an accessory subunit, Acf1. We

�nd that ACF senses linker DNA length through a mechanism involving the accessory and

catalytic subunits of ACF as well as the histone H4 tail of the nucleosome. Mutation of

AutoN, an auto-inhibitory region of Snf2h that resembles the H4 tail, eliminates the linker

length sensitivity of the enzyme. Addition of exogenous H4 peptide or mutation of the H4

tail also diminishes the linker length sensitivity of ACF. Moreover, Acf1 binds the H4 tail via

its N-terminal region, and this interaction is dependent on linker DNA length. Deletion of

the N-terminal region eliminates the linker length sensitivity of ACF in vitro, and deletion

of the homologous region of yeast ISW2 causes a severe growth defect. Together, these

results suggest a mechanism for nucleosome spacing where Acf1 senses linker DNA and

communicates this information to Snf2h by regulating the accessibility of the H4 tail. On

nucleosomes with short linker DNA, Acf1 binds the H4 tail, allowing AutoN to inhibit the

ATPase activity of Snf2h. On substrates with longer linkers, Acf1 instead binds to the linker

DNA, leaving the H4 tail free to displace AutoN from the ATPase and activate ACF. This

work was published in reference [127].

The SWI/SNF chromatin-remodeling enzymes are important regulators of chromatin

structure in transcriptional activation and in the creation and maintenance of nucleosome

free regions, but the mechanisms by which these enzymes couple the free energy of nucleotide

hydrolysis to the repositioning and rectructuring of nucleosomes remains incompletely under-
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stood. In Chapter 4, we use single molecule FRET to monitor the remodeling of individual

nucleosomes by the yeast SWI/SNF remodeler, RSC. The observed remodeling activity pri-

marily involves translocation of DNA across the nucleosome without large-amplitude lifting

of the DNA away from the nucleosome or substantial displacement of the H2A-H2B dimer.

By monitoring nucleosome remodeling under a variety of di�erent labeling schemes, we �nd

that RSC translocates DNA across the nucleosome in a stepwise manner with a step size of

approximately 1-2 bp. These results suggest that the movement of DNA across the nucleo-

some is coupled directly to DNA translocation by the ATPase.
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Initiation complex dynamics direct the

transitions between distinct phases of

early HIV reverse transcription

2.1 Introduction

As a key step in the life cycle of the human immunode�ciency virus (HIV), reverse transcrip-

tion converts the single-stranded viral RNA (vRNA) genome into an integration-competent

double-stranded DNA [30]. This multi-step reaction is catalyzed by the viral enzyme reverse

transcriptase (RT), which initiates DNA synthesis from the 3' terminus of a cell-derived

tRNALys,3 annealed to an 18-nucleotide (nt) primer binding site (PBS) in the vRNA [128].

As a prerequisite of reverse transcription, the tRNA primer, vRNA template and RT must

assemble into a productive ternary ribonucleoprotein complex, called the initiation complex

[129, 130, 131]. Various chemical and enzymatic probing assays have revealed extensive in-

termolecular interactions within this complex, which are important for the e�ciency and

speci�city of the initiation of minus-strand DNA synthesis [53, 54, 55, 56, 57].

The early stages of reverse transcription comprise a slow, distributive initiation phase

followed by a fast, processive elongation phase [132, 133]. The initiation phase is charac-

terized by slow DNA polymerization, rapid dissociation of RT, and frequent kinetic pauses

during primer extension. These pausing events result in the accumulation of short extension

products, such as the tRNA+3 and tRNA+5 intermediates. Interestingly, after addition of
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the 6th nucleotide to the tRNA primer, reverse transcription transitions to the elongation

phase with dramatically increased polymerization rate and processivity [134]. The unique

and complex nature of the initiation process makes it an attractive target for antiviral drugs.

Indeed, it has been shown that some RT inhibitors and drug-resistant RT mutants have dif-

ferent e�ects on initiation versus elongation [56]. Elucidating the mechanism underlying the

initiation process could therefore set the stage for developing novel inhibitors for combat-

ing HIV infection. However, a consensus on the structure of the initiation complex has yet

to be reached [54, 135, 136]. Furthermore, the dynamics of the complex and the mecha-

nism underlying the transitions between various phases of early reverse transcription remain

incompletely understood [134, 137, 138, 139, 140].

We recently demonstrated that RT displays remarkable orientational and translational

dynamics on its nucleic acid substrates [24, 25]. Such large-scale motions facilitate various

stages of reverse transcription, including DNA synthesis, RNase H cleavage, and strand-

displacement synthesis. In particular, RT can bind its substrates in two opposite orientations

[24, 141]. In one orientation, the DNA polymerase active site is positioned over the 3' end

of the primer, ready to catalyze primer extension. In the other, RT is �ipped ~180 degrees

such that the DNA polymerase active site is physically separated from the primer 3' end,

and thereby unable to support synthesis. Here, we investigated whether such orientational

dynamics regulate the initiation of reverse transcription.

To test this hypothesis, we applied single-molecule �uorescence resonance energy transfer

(FRET) [15, 16] and ensemble primer-extension assays to probe the conformation and enzy-

matic activity of the initiation complex. Interestingly, we found that this complex supports

both the polymerase-competent and the �ipped RT binding orientations. Furthermore, the

equilibrium between these two binding orientations evolves as RT elongates the tRNA primer,

and changes in the primer extension activity correlate with changes in the enzyme's binding

orientation. In particular, a stem-loop structure within the vRNA adjacent to the PBS forces

RT to bind predominantly in the �ipped, polymerization-incompetent orientation, causing
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reverse transcription pauses. Disrupting this structure by strand-displacement synthesis al-

lows RT to bind in the polymerase-competent mode and triggers the initiation-to-elongation

transition.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Single-molecule FRET assay for studying initiation complex

dynamics

To facilitate single-molecule FRET measurements, we labeled speci�c sites of the initiation

complex with FRET donor and acceptor dyes. First, we constructed a vRNA template using

the sequence corresponding to nucleotides 106-245 of the HIV-1 genome (NL4.3 isolate), with

the PBS located at nucleotides 183-200. It has been shown that the sequence within the

initiation site of the NL4.3 isolate is representative of 86% known HIV-1 isolates [135] and

that sequences outside this region do not a�ect the e�ciency of reverse transcription [142].

A FRET acceptor dye (Cy5) was site-speci�cally attached to U208 near the 3' end of the

PBS (Figure 2.2.1a). The natural tRNALys,3 primer was then annealed to the PBS. Next,

tRNA:vRNA complexes were anchored to a slide surface and immersed in a reaction bu�er

containing HIV-1 RT labeled with a FRET donor dye (Cy3) at its RNase H domain (Figure

2.2.1a). Dye labeling of RT and vRNA did not alter reverse transcription kinetics appreciably

(Figure 2.2.2). Fluorescence emission from individual tRNA:vRNA:RT ternary complexes

was monitored using a total-internal-re�ection �uorescence microscope. Freely di�using RT

was observed to bind and dissociate from the tRNA:vRNA substrates in real time. Each

binding event caused an increase in the total �uorescence signal due to excitation of the

FRET donor dye (Figure 2.2.1b). FRET values recorded during the binding event allowed

us to determine the binding con�guration of the enzyme. In this scheme, dissociation of the

enzyme would result in a loss of the total �uorescence signal while a FRET value change

without loss of total �uorescence could be interpreted as a change of binding con�guration.
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In addition to the tRNA:vRNA substrates, we also probed the binding con�guration of RT

on substrates comprising a variety of primer and template structures, as shown in Figure

2.2.1c,d.

2.2.2 RT adopts two opposite orientations in initiation complexes

It has been shown that HIV-1 RT can bind to simple primer:template substrates in two

opposite orientations [24, 141]: In the case of a DNA primer, RT binds almost exclusively

in the polymerase-competent orientation; in the case of a random-sequence RNA primer

annealed to a simple DNA template, RT binds in the �ipped orientation that inhibits primer

extension. It is thus interesting to ask which orientation RT would adopt on the substrate

formed between two complex RNA structures (tRNA and vRNA), which supports primer

extension despite its RNA primer composition. Should RT bind in the polymerase-competent

orientation, we expect to observe a high FRET value due to the proximity of the FRET donor

and acceptor dyes according to previous crystallographic and footprinting data [37, 49, 143].

In contrast, the �ipped orientation should give a low FRET value of ~0.2-0.3 with the donor

and acceptor separated by the 18-base-pair tRNA:PBS duplex (Figure 2.2.3a).

Notably, the binding of RT to the tRNA:vRNA complex gave two distinct FRET peaks

centered at ~0.9 and ~0.2 (Figure 2.2.3b), suggesting that RT binds in both the polymerase-

competent and �ipped orientations on this substrate. To con�rm the assignments of the

two FRET states, we took advantage of the knowledge that cognate deoxyribonucleotides

preferentially stabilize RT binding in the polymerase-competent orientation [24]. Indeed,

when the FRET distribution was acquired in the presence of the cognate nucleotide (over

a short duration to avoid substantial primer extension), the equilibrium shifted towards the

high FRET state (Figure 2.2.3b), supporting the assignment of this state to the polymerase-

competent binding mode. The two binding modes were also observed when the tRNALys,3

primer was annealed to a simple RNA template containing the PBS sequence without any

secondary structures (Figures 2.2.1c and 2.2.5), further supporting the notion that the two
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Figure 2.2.1: Single-molecule FRET assay for probing the structural dynamics of the ini-
tiation complex. a, The vRNA template (orange) is labeled with a FRET acceptor (Cy5,
red star) near the PBS (blue), annealed to a tRNA primer (grey), and immobilized to the
PEG-coated surface via a streptavidin-biotin linkage. The surface-anchored tRNA:vRNA
substrates are immersed in a solution containing RT (yellow) labeled with the FRET donor
(Cy3, green star). The �ngers and RNase H domains of RT are indicated by F and H, re-
spectively. Fluorescence signal from single tRNA:vRNA:RT complexes are detected using a
TIRF microscope. b, FRET analysis of RT binding events. The upper panel shows the �u-
orescence signals from Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) under 532 nm illumination and the signal
from Cy5 directly excited by 635 nm illumination (purple). Binding of RT to the substrate
(highlighted by yellow) results in an increase in the total �uorescence signals from Cy3 and
Cy5 under 532 nm illumination due to excitation of the FRET donor, but does not a�ect
the Cy5 signal from direct excitation by 635 nm light. (Middle panel) FRET values during
the binding event. (Lower panel) FRET histogram of the binding event. c, Sequences of the
vRNA and simple RNA PBS templates studied in this work. d, Sequences of the natural
tRNALys,3, synthetic tRNA (syn-tRNA), oligoribonucleotide (ORN) and oligodeoxyribonu-
cleotide (ODN) primers. Adapted with permission from [126].
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Figure 2.2.2: Dye labeling does not perturb the primer extension activity of the tRNA:vRNA
substrate and the RT enzyme. A nucleotide incorporation assay in the presence of dCTP and
dTTP is used to measure the kinetics of primer extension. a, Polyacrylamide gel showing the
time course of extension of a tRNA primer annealed to an unlabeled vRNA template (left)
or a Cy5-labeled vRNA (right). b, Fraction of the primer extended as a function of time.
The extended primer fraction is determined as the ratio of the signal from the product band
(tRNA+2) over the total signal from both the unextended (tRNA) and product (tRNA+2)
bands. The lines are �tting of the data to a single exponential function, f = A(1 − e−kt),
which allows the determination of the rate constant for primer extension (k). The similar
primer extension rate constants observed for the unlabeled vRNA template (0.021 s�1) and
the Cy5-labeled vRNA template (0.026 s�1) indicate that dye-labeling of the substrate does
not substantially alter the activity. We have previously shown that labeling RT at the C-
terminus of the p66 subunit also does not a�ect its polymerase activity appreciably [24, 25].
Adapted with permission from [126].
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Figure 2.2.3: The RNA-dependent DNA polymerase activity of RT correlates with its binding
orientation in the initiation complex. a, A cartoon illustrating RT bound to the tRNA:vRNA
complex in the polymerase-competent (left) and �ipped (right) orientations. b, The FRET
distribution obtained when Cy3-labeled RT binds to Cy5-labeled tRNA+n:vRNA complexes
in the presence of 200 µM cognate dNTP. In the case of tRNA (n = 0), the FRET distribution
in the absence of dNTP (red) is also shown. The FRET distributions for other n values in the
absence of dNTP are shown in Figure 2.2.4. c, A representative time trace of an RT binding
event (highlighted in yellow) shows spontaneous transitions between the high and low FRET
states. d, The equilibrium constants K between the polymerase-competent and the �ipped
binding orientations of RT in the presence of 200 µM cognate dNTP. Error bars are s.e.m.
from at least 3 independent experiments. e, Primer extension rates on the vRNA template.
The primer extension rate is highly correlated with the binding orientation equilibrium K,
exhibiting a correlation coe�cient of 0.94. Error bars are s.d. from at least 3 independent
experiments. Adapted with permission from [126].
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Figure 2.2.4: The �ipping equilibrium and kinetics of RT on the tRNA+n:vRNA substrate
in the absence of dNTP. a, FRET distributions obtained from Cy3-labeled RT bound to
Cy5-labeled tRNA+n:vRNA complexes in the absence of dNTP. b, Rate constants for the
transitions between the high FRET polymerase-competent and low FRET �ipped binding
modes as well as the equilibrium constants for the transitions in the absence of dNTP.
The equilibrium constants, derived from the areas of the high and low FRET peaks in the
histograms, match well with the ratios of the rate constants, which are derived from analyzing
the dwell times in the single-molecule traces. The uncertainties are s.e.m. from at least 3
independent experiments. Adapted with permission from [126].
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Figure 2.2.5: RT binds to tRNA:simple-PBS complexes in two orientations. The FRET
distributions are obtained from the binding of Cy3-labeled RT to tRNA primers annealed
to Cy5-labeled simple-PBS templates in the absence (red) and presence (blue) of 200 µM
dCTP. Two di�erent labeling schemes of the simple-PBS template are used, one with Cy5
attached to the 3' terminus (a) and one with Cy5 attached near the 5' end, at the nucleotide
corresponding to U175 in the vRNA (b). Adapted with permission from [126].

FRET states originate from di�erent binding con�gurations of RT on the tRNA:PBS duplex

rather than binding to regions of vRNA outside the PBS. Moreover, the FRET time trace

showed spontaneous transitions between the ~0.9 and ~0.2 FRET states within individual

binding events (Figures 2.2.3c), indicating that RT could dynamically transition between

the two orientations without dissociation.

We next studied the in�uence of tRNA structure on RT binding orientation by test-

ing substrates formed by various other primers (Figure 2.2.1d) and the vRNA template.

First, we replaced the natural tRNALys,3 with a synthetic, unmodi�ed tRNA (syn-tRNA) to

test the e�ect of the modi�ed tRNA bases. The FRET distribution observed for the syn-

tRNA:vRNA:RT complexes was similar to that of tRNALys,3:vRNA:RT (Figure 2.2.6a,b).

The equilibrium constant (K ) between the high-FRET and low-FRET orientations was 0.54

± 0.06 for natural tRNALys,3 and 0.64 ± 0.10 for syn-tRNA, respectively. Next, an 18-nt

oligoribonucleotide (ORN) primer complementary to the PBS was used in place of tRNALys,3.

In this case, RT can still transition between the two orientations, the equilibrium shifting to-
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wards the high-FRET orientation with K = 1.8 ± 0.2 (Figure 2.2.6c). It has been suggested

that the anti-codon loop of the tRNA base-pairs with the A-rich loop upstream of the PBS,

although results on whether such interactions exist in the NL4.3 isolate vary [135, 136, 144].

Since such interactions would not be present in the case of the ORN primer, our results in-

dicate that the ability of RT to adopt and �ip between the two orientations does not require

these interactions outside the PBS. Finally, when an 18-nt oligodeoxyribonucleotide (ODN)

primer was annealed to the vRNA template, RT nearly exclusively bound in the high-FRET,

polymerase-competent orientation (Figure 2.2.6d). In addition, the average binding time of

RT was substantially longer on the ODN primer (40 sec) than on the ORN (2.0 sec) and

tRNA (1.6 sec) primers. These results indicate that both the nucleotide nature (deoxyri-

bonucleotide vs. ribonucleotide) and the secondary structure of the primer play a role in

determining RT's binding orientation.

2.2.3 Polymerase activity correlates with RT binding orientation

To investigate how RT's binding orientation changes during the initiation of minus-strand

DNA synthesis, we constructed a series of tRNA-DNA chimeras, tRNA+n, representing

intermediates encountered at varying primer extension steps (n denotes the number of de-

oxyribonucleotides added to the tRNA 3' terminus) (Figure 2.2.7). Cy3-labeled RT was

then added to the Cy5-labeled tRNA+n:vRNA substrates. All tRNA+n:vRNA:RT initia-

tion complexes (n = 0 � 6) supported both high and low FRET binding orientations (Figures

2.2.3b and 2.2.4a). The equilibrium constantK between the two FRET states increased when

n increased from 0 to 2 (Figures 2.2.3b,d and 2.2.4). Remarkably, when tRNA was further

extended by one extra nucleotide (i.e. tRNA+3), RT binding shifted substantially towards

the �ipped orientation, which remained dominant until position tRNA+5 (Fig. 2.2.3b,d and

2.2.4). Finally, when the 6th nucleotide was added to the tRNA primer, another major shift

occurred, resulting in a predominant polymerase-competent binding orientation for the en-

zyme (Figures 2.2.3b,d and 2.2.4). Analysis of the �ipping rate constants indicates that the
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Figure 2.2.6: E�ect of primer structure on RT binding orientation. FRET histograms
from the binding of Cy3-labeled RT to (a) natural tRNALys,3, (b) synthetic, unmodi�ed
tRNA (syn-tRNA), (c) oligoribonucleotide (ORN), and (d) oligodeoxyribonucleotide (ODN)
primers annealed to a Cy5-labeled vRNA template. Adapted with permission from [126].
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change in the �ipping equilibrium is modulated primarily by the rate at which RT transitions

from the polymerase-competent to the �ipped orientation whereas the reverse rate does not

vary substantially with the length of the DNA extension (Figure 2.2.4b).

Intriguingly, the positions at which the binding orientation equilibrium undergoes major

changes (tRNA+3 and tRNA+6) correspond to major transitions in primer extension ki-

netics: polymerization exhibits a strong pause at tRNA+3 and a transition from the slow

initiation phase to the rapid elongation phase at tRNA+6 [132, 134]. These correlations raise

the possibility that the DNA synthesis activity of RT during initiation may be regulated by

its binding orientation. To test this notion, we performed single-turnover nucleotide incorpo-

ration assays to determine the primer extension activity of RT on all reaction intermediates

used in the single-molecule FRET experiments. Indeed, the primer-extension rate was closely

correlated with the equilibrium between the two binding orientations (Figure 2.2.3d,e). In

particular, RT exhibited the lowest primer extension activity on the tRNA+3 primer, where

the enzyme preferentially bound in the �ipped orientation, and the fastest extension kinetics

on tRNA+6, where the enzyme predominantly bound in the polymerase-competent orienta-

tion. These observations suggest that the polymerase activity of the enzyme is at least in

part regulated by its binding orientation.

2.2.4 The stem-loop near the PBS causes the early pausing

Next we investigated the origin of the pauses during early reverse transcription, namely the

structural features of the initiation complex responsible for the �ipped RT binding orientation

and slow primer extension rate. The most prominent pause during initiation is at position

+3, for which two possible scenarios may be hypothesized: (i) the 3-nt DNA addition to the

tRNA primer may confer on it a unique structure (or primer:PBS duplex structure) that

disfavors RT binding in the polymerase-competent orientation; (ii) alternatively, the stem-

loop structure in the vRNA template 3-nt upstream of the PBS [135, 137] may force RT to

bind in the �ipped orientation and decrease DNA synthesis activity. To distinguish between
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Figure 2.2.7: Scheme for the construction of tRNA+n primers. a, Natural tRNALys,3 is
annealed to a 2'O-methyl RNA/DNA chimera which directs E. coli RNase H to cleave be-
tween C62 and U63 of the tRNA. A splinted ligation reaction catalyzed by T4 RNA ligase
2 is used to ligate a synthetic RNA/DNA chimeric oligonucleotide onto the end of the trun-
cated tRNA. b, An ethidium bromide-stained polyacrylamide gel showing the migration
of the tRNA+3 and tRNA+6 constructs relative to the unextended tRNA. Adapted with
permission from [126].
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these possibilities, we compared the binding con�guration and primer extension kinetics of

RT on the simple PBS template (Figure 2.2.1c) to those on the vRNA template. While RT

preferentially bound in the low FRET state on the tRNA+3:vRNA substrate, it strongly

favored the high FRET, polymerase-competent orientation on the tRNA+3:PBS substrate

(Figure 2.2.8a). Moreover, the substantial drop of primer extension rate from the tRNA+2

to tRNA+3 position observed on the vRNA template was not reproduced on the simple

PBS template (Figure 2.2.8a). As a result, unlike in the case of the vRNA template, no

substantial pause was detected at position +3 on the simple PBS template (Figure 2.2.9a,

b). These results indicate that the strong +3 pause on the vRNA template is not due to an

intrinsic structural property of the tRNA+3 primer, but rather originates from the template

structure.

To test the role of the vRNA stem-loop structure in regulating RT's binding dynamics,

we created a mutant, vRNAh�, by altering the sequence at positions 135-142 such that the 8

base pairs at the base of the stem-loop could not form (Figure 2.2.8b). When RT was added

to the tRNA+3:vRNAh� substrate, the FRET distribution showed a single peak at ~0.9

(Figure 2.2.8b), indicating binding predominantly in the polymerase-competent orientation.

This result di�ers drastically from the behavior of RT on the wild type vRNA template

but mimics its interaction with the simple PBS template. Moreover, the single-nucleotide

incorporation assay showed that eliminating the stem-loop structure in the vRNAh� template

increased the primer extension rate at the +3 position by ~8 fold compared to the wild type

vRNA (Figure 2.2.8b), consistent with a previous report that altering vRNA sequences

upstream of the PBS can eliminate the +3 pause site [137]. Overall, the above observations

demonstrate that the secondary structure of the vRNA template strongly in�uences the

binding con�guration of RT: the stem-loop structure upstream of the PBS reorients RT into

a �ipped, polymerase-incompetent orientation and induces pausing at position +3.

Con�icting results have been reported on whether the same +3 pause occurs when a DNA

primer is used [132, 137]. Interestingly, we found that the ability of the stem-loop to reorient
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Figure 2.2.8: The stem-loop structure upstream of the PBS causes the major pauses during
initiation and governs the initiation-to-elongation transition. a, Left panel: Cartoon of RT
bound to tRNA+3:simple PBS substrate. Middle Panel: FRET histograms for RT bound
to tRNA+3 primers annealed to the vRNA template (blue) and simple PBS template (red).
Right panel: Rates of single nucleotide addition to various tRNA primers on the simple
PBS template. b, Left panel: Cartoon of RT bound to tRNA+3:vRNAh� substrate. Middle
Panel: FRET histograms for RT bound to tRNA+3 primers annealed to wild type (wt)
vRNA (blue) and vRNAh� (red) templates. Right panel: Rates of single nucleotide addition
to tRNA+3 primers annealed to wt vRNA (blue) and vRNAh� (red) templates. c, Left panel:
Cartoon of RT bound to tRNA+6:vRNAh+ substrate. Middle Panel: FRET histograms for
RT bound to tRNA+6 primers annealed to wt vRNA (blue) and vRNAh+ (red) templates.
Right panel: Rates of single nucleotide addition to tRNA+6 primers annealed to wt vRNA
(blue) and vRNAh+ (red) templates. The nucleotides mutated to create the vRNAh� and
vRNAh+ constructs are shown in green. Error bars are s.d. from at least 3 independent
experiments. Adapted with permission from [126].
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Figure 2.2.9: Polymerization pauses (or lack thereof) of the tRNA:vRNA, tRNA:simple-PBS
and ODN:vRNA substrates. a, Polyacrylamide gel showing the time course for the extension
of a tRNA primer annealed to the vRNA template. All four types of dNTP are present to
allow full-length extension. b, Time course for the extension of a tRNA primer annealed
to the simple-PBS template. Extension beyond position +16 (the 5' end of the simple PBS
template) is due to RT's ability to perform blunt-end nucleotide addition [145]. c, The FRET
histogram from Cy3-labeled RT bound to an ODN+3 primer annealed to the Cy5-labeled
vRNA template. d, Time course for the extension of an ODN primer annealed to the vRNA
template. Adapted with permission from [126].
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RT vanished when the tRNA was replaced by an ODN primer. RT bound predominantly in

the polymerization orientation on an ODN+3:vRNA substrate despite the presence of the

stem-loop structure (Figure 2.2.9c). Furthermore, RT exhibited much weaker pausing at the

+3 position when reverse transcription was initiated from the ODN primer (Figure 2.2.9d).

This observation rules out the possibility that the strong +3 pause observed with the tRNA

primer is due to the intrinsically slower rate of strand-displacement synthesis [146] as the

enzyme passes through the vRNA stem-loop, which should occur for both tRNA and ODN

primers, and further supports the notion that the �ipped RT orientation on the tRNA:vRNA

substrate imposed by the stem-loop was a major determinant of pausing.

2.2.5 Disruption of stem-loop triggers transition to elongation

Because the stem-loop structure induces strong pausing and consequently the slow, distribu-

tive initiation phase of DNA synthesis, we hypothesize that disassembly of the stem-loop

structure may cause the transition to the elongation phase that occurs between tRNA+5

and tRNA+6. Supporting this hypothesis, such a transition was not observed on the simple

PBS template lacking the stem-loop structure, on which the tRNA+6 and tRNA+5 primers

displayed similar extension kinetics (Figure 2.2.8a).

If unfolding of the stem-loop structure mediates the initiation-to-elongation transition,

we anticipate that preventing hairpin disassembly would inhibit entry into the elongation

phase. We therefore created another mutant vRNA template containing a hairpin structure

lacking bulges (vRNAh+), which should be more stable and di�cult to disrupt. Indeed,

this modi�cation shifted the binding con�guration of RT toward the low FRET orientation

(Figure 2.2.8c). In addition, the tRNA+6:vRNAh+ substrate displayed a primer extension

rate that was substantially slower as compared to the wild type tRNA+6:vRNA case but

was more similar to those of the initiation phase (Figure 2.2.8c). These results suggest that

entry into the elongation phase requires disassembly of the stem-loop structure.

To further test this notion, we directly probed the stem-loop structure by placing Cy3 and
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Cy5 on U132 and U177 of the vRNA, respectively (Figure 2.2.10a). A fully formed hairpin

would bring the two dyes into proximity and generate a high FRET value, whereas an opened

hairpin would force them apart and yield a low FRET value. The doubly-labeled vRNA

template was then annealed to various tRNA+n primers and incubated with unlabeled RT.

In the case of an unextended tRNA primer, a major FRET peak at 0.95 was observed (Figure

2.2.10b), re�ecting a folded stem-loop structure. Similar FRET distributions were observed

for the tRNA+3:vRNA and tRNA+5:vRNA substrates (Figure 2.2.10c,d), indicating that

the stem-loop was still largely intact after incorporation of up to �ve deoxyribonucleotides.

In contrast, in the presence of tRNA+6, the majority of complexes exhibited a low FRET

value ~0.15 (Figure 2.2.10e), indicating opening of the hairpin structure. Presumably, in the

tRNA+6:vRNA:RT complex, competition from the terminal three nucleotides of tRNA+6

destabilizes the stem-loop and, together with the bulges in the upper half of the stem-loop,

makes this structure relatively unstable. Unfolding of the stem-loop structure explains why

RT can engage this substrate predominantly in the polymerase-competent mode (Figure

2.2.3b,d) and synthesize DNA e�ciently (Figure 2.2.3e).

2.2.6 Role of NC in the initiation of DNA synthesis

The viral nucleocapsid (NC) protein has been reported to facilitate various stages of HIV

replication, including reverse transcription [147, 148]. NC is a small basic protein that non-

speci�cally binds to nucleic acids and possesses nucleic-acid chaperon activity [147, 149]. In

particular, it has been suggested that NC could disrupt template secondary structures at

which RT pauses during the elongation phase [150, 151, 152]. It is thus interesting to ask

whether NC could disrupt the stem-loop structure upstream of the PBS and increase the

primer extension rate at the +3 position. Addition of NC to the doubly-labeled tRNA:vRNA

complex broadened the FRET distribution considerably (Figure 2.2.11a). FRET traces

of individual initiation complexes revealed �uctuations among a wide range of FRET val-

ues (Figure 2.2.11a), suggesting NC-mediated destabilization of the stem-loop. A high-
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Figure 2.2.10: Disruption of the stem-loop structure upstream of the PBS occurs upon addi-
tion of the 6th nucleotide to the tRNA primer. a, Diagram of the doubly-labeled construct
used to monitor the folding of the stem-loop structure. Cy3 (green star) and Cy5 (red star)
are attached to vRNA positions U132 and U177. b-e, The FRET distributions obtained
when 100 nM RT was added to the doubly-labeled template annealed to the tRNA (b),
tRNA+3 (c), tRNA+5 (d), and tRNA+6 (e) primers. Adapted with permission from [126].

throughput footprinting study also shows that the stem-loop upstream of the PBS is at least

partially open in the virus particle while disruption of the NC-vRNA interactions restores

base-pairing [136]. With the stem-loop structure disrupted, we anticipate that RT would bind

primarily in the polymerase-competent orientation. Indeed, when added to the Cy5-labeled

tRNA+3:vRNA substrate in the presence of NC, Cy3-labeled RT bound predominantly

in the high FRET, polymerase-competent orientation, in contrast to the case without NC

(compare Figure 2.2.11b with the tRNA+3 panel in Figure 2.2.3b). Intriguingly, despite the

disruption of the stem-loop, the addition of NC did not result in appreciable increase in the

extension rate of the tRNA+3 primer (Figure 2.2.11c), consistent with previous observations

[137, 140]. Considering that NC binding may reduce binding of RT to the primer:template

complex [151] and inhibit DNA synthesis due to steric hindrance [153], these negative e�ects

could counter-balance its e�ect on disrupting the stem-loop structure. Indeed, we observed a

substantial reduction in the binding frequency of RT to the tRNA+3:vRNA substrate in the

presence of NC in single-molecule FRET traces (not shown), and NC has been previously
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found to have both positive and negative e�ects on reverse transcription depending on the

experimental conditions [150, 151, 153, 154, 155]. It is worth noting that NC is present at

an extremely high concentration in the virions and such a condition is di�cult to simulate

in vitro due to protein aggregation. Future experiments that probe the virus directly are

required to further elucidate whether the initiation pauses are alleviated by NC.

Figure 2.2.11: HIV-1 NC destabilizes the stem-loop structure. a, Left: Cartoon of the
doubly-labeled tRNA:vRNA construct complexed with NC (green). Upper right: FRET
distributions obtained from the doubly labeled tRNA:vRNA substrate in the absence (red) or
presence (blue) of 1 µM NC. Lower right: a representative FRET time trace in the presence
of 1 µM NC. b, FRET distribution obtained for Cy3-labeled RT bound to Cy5-labeled
vRNA:tRNA+3 complexes in the presence of 10 nM NC. c, Single-nucleotide extension
kinetics of tRNA+3:vRNA complex in the presence of 20 nM RT and various concentrations
of NC. Left: The fraction of tRNA primers extended by a single nucleotide. Right: Primer
extension rate constants. Adapted with permission from [126].
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2.3 Discussion

Reverse transcription of the HIV genome is initiated from a cellular tRNA primer bound to

the viral RNA. The speci�c structure and dynamics of the tRNA:vRNA complex result in

an initiation phase with properties markedly di�erent from those of later stages of reverse

transcription, providing unique opportunities for anti-HIV drug design. It is thus important

to understand the correlation between the structural dynamics of the initiation complex and

their functional consequences.

By monitoring the dynamics of individual initiation complexes in real time, we inves-

tigated in detail how HIV-1 RT interacts with tRNA:vRNA substrates. Our results re-

veal that RT adopts two orientations in the initiation complex�a polymerase-competent

orientation and a �ipped orientation in which the polymerase active site is placed many

nucleotides from the 3' end of the tRNA, precluding primer extension. The equilibrium be-

tween these two orientations regulates RT activity throughout the initiation process (Figure

2.3.1). The relatively slow polymerization rates during initiation result in part from the

fact that RT spends a large portion of time bound to the tRNA:vRNA substrate in the

�ipped, polymerase-incompetent orientation (Figure 2.3.1), though the nucleotide nature of

the primer (RNA vs. DNA) and the secondary structure of the template, which determines

whether RT has to undergo strand-displacement synthesis, could also a�ect polymerization

kinetics directly [134, 137, 138]. Interestingly, the ability to support RT binding in the

�ipped, polymerase-inactive orientation is a unique property of the RNA primer. When the

tRNA primer is replaced with a DNA primer complementary to the PBS sequence, RT binds

to the primer:template complex nearly exclusively in the polymerase-competent orientation

and a slow initiation phase is not observed (Figure 2.2.9).

Addition of the �rst few nucleotides to the tRNA primer leads to a shift of the RT

binding equilibrium towards the polymerase-competent orientation and an increase in the

DNA synthesis rate (Figure 2.3.1). This rate then drops dramatically at position +3, where

RT encounters a stem-loop structure on the vRNA template that forces the enzyme to bind
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Figure 2.3.1: Structural dynamics of the HIV-1 initiation complex regulate the early phases of
reverse transcription. RT binds to the initiation complex in two orientations � a polymerase-
competent orientation and a �ipped, polymerase-inactive orientation. RT spends a large por-
tion of time bound to the tRNA:vRNA substrate in the �ipped orientation. Addition of the
�rst couple of deoxyribonucleotides to the tRNA primer shifts the RT binding equilibrium
towards the polymerase-competent orientation and increases the DNA synthesis rate. The
synthesis rate drops dramatically at position +3, where RT encounters a stem-loop structure
in the vRNA template that forces the enzyme to bind predominantly in the �ipped orienta-
tion, thereby increasing the probability of pausing. Strand-displacement synthesis until the
+6 position eventually leads to unfolding of the stem-loop, which allows RT to reorient into
the polymerase-competent binding mode and enter the fast, processive elongation phase of
DNA synthesis. Adapted with permission from [126].

predominantly in the �ipped, polymerase-inactive orientation, increasing the probability of

pausing (Figure 2.3.1). RT cannot escape this slow mode of synthesis until it has synthesized

enough DNA to disrupt the stem-loop at position +6. Disassembly of the stem-loop allows

RT to reorient into the polymerase-competent binding mode and triggers transition to the

fast, processive elongation phase of DNA synthesis (Figure 2.3.1). The single-stranded bulges

within the vRNA stem-loop appear to promote the initiation-to-elongation transition (Figure

2.2.8c). Taken together, the above results provide a structural basis for understanding the

early stages of reverse transcription and demonstrate how the structural dynamics of the

initiation ribonucleoprotein complex regulate RT activity.

Considering the critical role played by the stem-loop in regulating RT binding orientation

and activity, it is interesting to speculate that HIV may have evolved this structure to act

as a temporal brake to slow initiation of reverse transcription. Such a mechanism may help

prevent reverse transcription of the RNA genome prior to virus budding [156, 157], which is

detrimental to viral infectivity [148, 158]. This speculation is supported by the observations
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that both mutations of the viral NC protein that cause premature reverse transcription and

mutations near the vRNA PBS that increase the initiation e�ciency result in virus replication

defects [159, 160, 161]. Conveniently, the NC protein has an ability to unwind the stem-

loop (Figure 2.2.11a) and evidence suggests that this stem-loop is partially disrupted within

the virus particle [136]. Therefore, this mechanism to inhibit reverse transcription in the

initiation phase may be partially alleviated in a matured virion. On the other hand, the

precursor form of NC within the Gag polyprotein (the form found in infected cells prior to

virus budding) appears to have a weaker chaperone activity than the cleaved form of NC

present in mature virions [152], potentially making the inhibition mechanism stronger prior

to virus budding to prevent premature reverse transcription. Although it is di�cult to mimic

the exact e�ects of NC in vitro, future in virio and in vivo experiments should help test these

hypotheses.

These unique properties of the initiation complex could make it an attractive target

for the development of anti-HIV agents [56]. Indeed, initiation can be suppressed by both

nucleoside-analog and non-nucleoside RT inhibitors, some of which display higher e�cacy

during initiation than elongation [162, 163]. The structural and mechanistic understanding

of the initiation process demonstrated here could potentially help the development of novel

antiviral agents, in particular by designing drugs that regulate the structural dynamics of

the viral RNA and the binding orientation of RT, two factors of critical importance during

early reverse transcription.

2.4 Materials and methods

2.4.1 Protein preparation

Recombinant HIV-1 RT p66 and p51 subunits were expressed and puri�ed as described

previously [164]. An E478Q mutation was introduced into the p66 RNase H domain to

eliminate RNase H activity and prevent degradation of the substrates [165]. To produce Cy3-
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labeled RT, the native cysteines on RT were changed to serine and a unique cysteine residue

was introduced at the C-terminus of the p66 subunit. Puri�ed RT molecules were incubated

with Cy3 maleimide (GE Healthcare) for 60 minutes in 100 mM pH 7.0 NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4

bu�er. Labeled RT was then dialyzed for ~ 48 hours to remove excess dye molecules. NC

protein was a gift from Dr. Robert Gorelick (National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD).

2.4.2 Nucleic acid preparation

Natural tRNALys,3 puri�ed from human placenta was purchased from Bio S&T. Natural

tRNA-DNA chimeras were generated by employing RNase H cleavage [166] followed by a

splinted ligation as shown in Figure 2.2.7. Synthetic DNA (Integrated DNA Technologies)

and RNA (Dharmacon) oligonucleotides were puri�ed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel elec-

trophoresis. vRNA templates longer than 80 nt were constructed by ligating two synthetic

RNA pieces with T4 RNA ligase 2 (New England Biolabs). When necessary, the strands

were speci�cally derivatized with a biotin or an amino modi�er during synthesis. Cy3 or Cy5

mono-reactive NHS ester (GE Healthcare) was post-synthetically conjugated to the primary

amine group on DNA or RNA. Labeled oligonucleotides were HPLC puri�ed by reverse phase

chromatography on a C8 column (GE Healthcare). To assemble a primer:template complex,

primer and template strands were annealed with a 10:1 ratio in the annealing bu�er (50 mM

pH 8.0 Tris-HCl, 100 mM KCl, and 1 mM EDTA) using a Bio-Rad thermocycler with the

following program: 2 minute at 95 °C followed by 10 minutes at 70 °C, then slowly cool down

to 4 °C over 1 hour. Annealed products were analyzed on 5% native polyacrylamide gels to

con�rm successful assembly. Excess, unannealed primer molecules do not a�ect analysis as

they are neither labeled by dye for detection nor labeled by biotin to allow surface anchoring.

2.4.3 Single-molecule FRET measurement

Nucleic acid substrates were immobilized on PEG-coated quartz microscope slides through

biotin-streptavidin linkage as previously described [24]. The biotin group was placed at the
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5' end of the template strand in all constructs. Surface-immobilized Cy5-labeled substrates

were immersed in a solution containing Cy3-labeled RT. Measurements were performed in

standard RT reaction bu�er (50 mM pH 8.0 Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl2, and

0.1 mg ml�1 BSA) at room temperature (23 °C). An oxygen scavenger system (10% w/v

glucose, 300 μg ml�1 glucose oxidase, and 40 μg ml�1 catalase) and a reducing reagent (2

mM Trolox) [167] were included in the bu�er to minimize photobleaching and blinking. The

concentration of Cy3-labeled p66 subunits used in the single-molecule experiments was 10

� 20 nM. A large excess of unlabeled wildtype p51 subunits, at a concentration (100 � 200

nM) comparable to or larger than the dissociation constant of the p66/p51 heterodimer

[168] were added such that a substantial fraction of the Cy3-labeled p66 form heterodimers

with p51. As the p66 and p51 subunits alone exhibited much lower a�nities to the nucleic

acid substrates and the p66 subunits were present at a much lower concentration than the

dissociation constant of the p66/p66 homodimer [168], the majority of the binding events

that we observed should involve a p66/p51 heterodimer. The observation of single-step RT

dissociation or Cy3 photobleaching indicates that the observed binding events were from a

single RT molecule.

The �uorescence signals for the FRET donor Cy3 and acceptor Cy5 were detected using a

prism-type total-internal-re�ection �uorescence microscope [24]. Alternating 532 nm (Crys-

tal Laser) and 635 nm (Coherent) laser light were used to excite the sample [169]. Emission

from the donor and acceptor were separated using a dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology)

and imaged onto the two halves of a back-illuminated electron multiplying CCD camera

(Andor Ixon 887). The FRET value during RT binding events was de�ned as IA
IA+ID

, where

IA and ID were the �uorescence signals detected from the acceptor and donor channel, re-

spectively.

To accurately identify RT binding events to nucleic-acid substrates, RT molecules non-

speci�cally adhered to the slide surface need to be excluded as these molecules give a donor-

only signal that could be mistaken as substrate-speci�c binding events with FRET = 0. Here,
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in addition to using PEG-coated slides to minimize nonspeci�c sticking of RT to the sur-

face, we further developed an algorithm to identify the remaining nonspeci�c surface-binding

events using high-precision single-molecule localization, which allowed us to exclude these

events during data analysis. In this assay, images of individual RT and substrate molecules,

taken during 532 nm and 635 nm illumination, respectively, were �t to a Gaussian function

to locate their centroid positions. A RT molecule within 0.5 pixels (~70 nm) of a substrate

molecule was considered bound speci�cally to the substrate (Figure 2.4.1). While the image

of a single molecule is di�raction limited (image width ~ a few hundred nanometers), the

position of the molecule can be determined to a much higher precision depending on the

number of photons detected [170, 171]. Thus, this single-molecule localization assay allows

us to determine speci�c binding events with much higher �delity than simply identifying

overlapping Cy3 and Cy5 images.

2.4.4 Single-turnover nucleotide incorporation kinetics assay

The primer:template substrates were annealed as described above. Cy5 (GE Healthcare) was

conjugated to the primers at the 5' end (ODN and ORN primers) or at position U67 (tRNA

primers) to monitor DNA synthesis. Substrates (5 nM) were incubated with a saturating

concentration of RT (~500 nM) in RT reaction bu�er at room temperature for 5 minutes

in a �nal reaction volume of 100 μl. Single nucleotide incorporation was initiated by the

addition of selected dNTP (200 μM �nal concentration) and terminated by mixing a 5 μl

aliquot of the reaction mixture with 15 μl of stop bu�er (96% v/v formamide, 20 mM EDTA)

at various time points. Reaction products were heated to 95 °C for 5 minutes, fractionated

over a 6% (tRNA primers) or 10% (ODN and ORN primers) denaturing polyacrylamide gel,

and quanti�ed using a Typhoon Trio Imager (GE Healthcare).
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Figure 2.4.1: Rejecting non-speci�c protein binding events using high-precision single-
molecule localization. Sample data from the interaction between Cy3-labeled RT and Cy5-
labeled tRNA:vRNA substrate. a, Fluorescence time traces showing the Cy3 signal (green
line) and Cy5 signal (red line) under 532 nm illumination and the Cy5 signal under direct
635 nm illumination (purple line). Four binding events detected by the increase of total
�uorescence signal under 532 nm illumination are highlighted in yellow. b-c, The calculated
x-coordinates (b) and y-coordinates (c) of the centroid positions for RT (green crosses) and
the tRNA:vRNA substrate (red crosses). One pixel corresponds to 140 nm. d-e, Fluores-
cence images of the binding events taken under 532 nm illumination (green) overlaid over
images taken under 635 nm illumination (red) for binding event 1 (d) and event 3 (e). The
scale bar represents 0.4 µm. In this example, four apparent RT binding events are detected
for the surface-anchored tRNA:vRNA substrate. For events 1, 2, and 4, the centroid positions
show that RT binds at a location about two pixels away from the tRNA:vRNA substrate in
the y-axis, indicating that the binding events represent the non-speci�c binding of RT to the
surface. In contrast, for event 3, the centroid position of RT colocalizes with the centroid of
the tRNA:vRNA substrate, indicating that this event is a speci�c binding event. Adapted
with permission from [126].
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2.4.5 RT pausing assays

The reactions were prepared as above with the following changes. To better detect the faint

intermediate bands, primers were radiolabeled with 32P using the KinaseMax kit (Ambion).

Subsaturating concentrations of RT were used (20 nM for ODN, 50 nM for tRNA). Reactions

were initiated by the addition of all four dNTPs (200 µM �nal concentrations) and terminated

by mixing a 5 µl aliquot with 15 µl of stop bu�er. Reaction products were fractionated over

a denaturing polyacrylamide gel as above, exposed onto a PhosphoImager cassette (GE

Healthcare), and quanti�ed using the Typhoon Trio Imager.
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Chapter 3

Histone H4 tail mediates allosteric

regulation of nucleosome remodleing by

linker DNA

3.1 Introduction

The ISWI family of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes promotes transcriptional

silencing and heterochromatin formation by generating and maintaining evenly spaced nucle-

osome arrays [63, 78, 87, 172, 173]. Biochemically, this activity manifests itself as the ability

of these remodelers to center a mononucleosome on a short stretch of DNA [78, 87, 172, 173].

This nucleosome centering activity arises from the regulation of the enzymes' catalytic ac-

tivity by the amount of linker DNA: The remodelers exhibit the fastest remodeling rates on

substrates with long linkers, and the remodeling rate decreases as the linker DNA becomes

shorter [114, 118, 121, 122, 123]. Thus, the enzyme repositions the histone octamer away

from shorter linkers and toward longer linkers, centering the octamer on the DNA. The ISWI

enzymes are sensitive to linker lengths of up to 60-70 bp [114, 118, 121, 122, 123], but the

binding footprint of the catalytic subunits of these remodelers extends only ~20 bp away

from the edge of the nucleosome [93, 174]. While it is known that the accessory subunits of

these remodelers can bind linker DNA ~60 bp away from the edge of the nucleosome [93],

how these accessory subunits communicate information about linker length to regulate the

activity of the catalytic subunit remains poorly understood.
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Previous studies of ISWI remodelers found that nucleosome sliding occurs in a series of

translocation phases, where the ATPase pumps DNA around the nucleosome, interrupted

by pause phases, where no DNA motion occurs [26, 27]. It is not known which of these

phases is regulated by linker DNA length. In addition, the Cairns group identi�ed two

regions of the ISWI catalytic subunit, AutoN and NegC, that regulate enzyme activity [175].

The AutoN region resides in the N-terminus of the catalytic subunit and inhibits ATPase

activity by binding to the ATPase domain. AutoN inhibition is relieved when the histone

H4 tail displaces AutoN from the ATPase domain, allowing ATP hydrolysis to occur. The

NegC region also binds to the ATPase domain, and this binding inhibits the coupling of

ATPase activity to nucleosome sliding. Autoinhbition by NegC is relieved by binding of the

HAND-SANT-SLIDE module of the catalytic subunit to linker DNA. Although NegC seems

to regulate linker length sensing in the context of the isolated catalytic subunit, the role

of these two regions in mediating linker length sensing in the context of the full remodeler

complex is not known.

In order to investigate the linker length sensing mechanism, we studied the human ACF

enzyme, a prototypical ISWI remodeler consisting of a catalytic subunit Snf2h and an acces-

sory subunit Acf1 [87, 88, 176, 177]. Using FRET-based single-molecule and ensemble assays

to monitor ACF activity, we found that linker length sensing occurs during the pause phases

and not the translocation phases of nucleosome remodeling. When we examined various

mutants of Snf2h, we found that the AutoN region but not the NegC region regulates linker

length sensing, and that the H4 tail is also involved in the linker length sensing mechanism.

Further biochemical experiments found that the N-terminal region of Acf1 aids in linker

length sensing by sequestering the H4 tail in a linker length dependent manner. Together

these results reveal how Snf2h and Acf1 coordinate with the histone H4 tail to regulate

linker DNA length sensing by ISWI remodelers: on substrates with short linker DNA, the

N-terminus of Acf1 binds to the H4 tail, preventing it from displacing AutoN. This leaves

the ATPase in an inhibited state, resulting in slow remodeling on short-linker substrates.
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On long linker substrates, however, the N-terminus of Acf1 instead binds to the linker DNA,

leaving the H4 tail free to displace AutoN from the ATPase domain, and activate the ATPase

to cause DNA translocation.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Linker DNA length and the histone H4 tail regulate the re-

modeling pause phases

In order to monitor ACF activity, we used a FRET-based assay [114] to track the position

of the nucleosome in real time during nucleosome sliding (Figure 3.2.1a). We reconstituted

end-positioned nucleosomes labeled with the FRET donor dye Cy3 on the C-terminal tail of

H2A and the FRET acceptor dye Cy5 on the DNA end [26]. This construct began with a

high FRET value because the dyes were in close proximity, but after the addition of ACF

and ATP, the enzyme repositioned the octamer toward the center of the DNA, increasing the

distance between the dyes and lowering the FRET (Figure 3.2.1a,b). This assay recapitulated

the linker length sensitivity of ACF as shortening the amount of linker DNA from 78 to 40

to 20 bp reduced the rate of sliding. ISWI enzymes also require an unmodi�ed H4 tail for

activity [116, 117, 118, 119, 120], and remodeling a substrate lacking an H4 tail, resulted in

almost no sliding (Figure 3.2.1b).

We also monitored the FRET change at the single molecule level [15, 26], allowing us to

resolve intermediates of the sliding process. As observed previously [26, 27], remodeling oc-

curred in a series of alternating translocation and pause phases (Figure 3.2.1c). To determine

how linker length and the H4 tail regulate remodeling, we �rst investigated which of these

intermediate states linker length and the H4 tail regulate: the translocation phase or the

pause phase. To address this question we examined remodeling on substrates with di�ering

lengths of linker DNA or various H4 tail mutants and measured the average durations of each

state to calculate the translocation rate and the pause phase exit rate. As we varied the
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Figure 3.2.1: The linker DNA length and histone H4 tail regulate the remodelling pause
phases but not the translocation phases. a, Schematic of a FRET-labelled mononucleosome
undergoing remodelling by ACF. Nucleosome constructs are refered to as [WT H4/H4Δ1-
19/H4K16A, n bp] to indicate the length of the longer DNA linker and the type of histone
H4 (wild-type histone H4, a H4 tail deletion mutant, or H4 containing the K16A mutation)
in the octamer. b, Ensemble remodelling time courses of [wt H4, 78 bp], [wt H4, 40 bp], [wt
H4, 20 bp], and [H4Δ1-19, 78 bp] nucleosomes by 40 nM ACF at 5 µM ATP. Nucleosome
translocation is monitored by the emission intensity of the FRET acceptor Cy5 under exci-
tation of the FRET donor Cy3. c, Cy3 and Cy5 �uorescence (top) and FRET (bottom) time
traces during the remodelling of a single [wt H4, 78 bp] nucleosome with the translocation
(T1, T2) and pause (P1, P2) phases indicated. d, Linker DNA length dependence of the
translocation rates between pauses (left, de�ned as the average number of base pairs moved
per second) and pause-phase exit rates (right, de�ned as the inverse of the average pause
durations). e, Dependence of the translocation rates between pauses (left) and pause-phase
exit rates (right) on the H4 variants. In (d) and (e), [ACF] = 10 nM and [ATP] = 2 mM.
Data are mean ± s.e.m. derived from at least 100 (d) or at least 50 (e) individual nucle-
osome remodelling traces from three independent experiments. Adapted with permission
from [127].
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length of the linker DNA, we saw that while the translocation rate does not vary, the pause

phase exit rate decreased dramatically as linker length decreased (Figure 3.2.1d), indicating

that exit from the pause phase is the key regulatory step. Similarly, when we examined

nucleosomes with wild-type, mutant or deleted H4 tails, we saw that the translocation rate

was not a�ected by perturbations to the H4 tail, but again, exit from the pause phase was

the regulated step (Figure 3.2.1e).

3.2.2 AutoN and the histone H4 tail are involved in linker length

sensing

Because the pause phase appeared to be the key regulatory step in remodeling, we next asked

what mechanism inhibits the ATPase during the pause phase and regulates exit from this

phase. The Cairns group identi�ed two regions of the catalytic subunit of ISWI remodelers

that inhibit its ATPase activity: AutoN and NegC [175]. Because NegC mediates the linker

length sensitivity of the isolated catalytic subunit [175], we hypothesized that it may mediate

the linker length sensitivity of the full ACF complex. To determine whether NegC is involved

in regulating exit from the pause phase, we expressed a mutant ACF complex with NegC

deleted from the catalytic subunit (Figures 3.2.2a). The resulting complex retained its linker

length sensitivity and showed a reduced remodeling rate on short linker substrates compared

to long linker substrates (Figure 3.2.2b). This result indicated that NegC was not involved in

linker length sensing in the context of the full ACF complex. Surprisingly, when we mutated

AutoN in the full ACF complex, we saw that this mutant lost its linker length sensitivity

and exhibited full activity on both short and long linker substrates (Figure 3.2.3a,b). We

observed quantitatively similar results when we measured the pause phase exit rates in

our single molecule assay (Figure 3.2.2c and 3.2.3c). These results indicate that the slow

remodeling rate and slow pause phase exit observed on short linker substrates were due to

AutoN inhibition.

Because the H4 tail competes with AutoN for binding to the ATPase [175], we hypothe-
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Figure 3.2.2: Deletion of the NegC domain of the Snf2h catalytic subunit does not sub-
stantially a�ect linker DNA length sensing by the ACF complex. a, Domain architecture
of wt and ΔNegC Snf2h (residues 669-700 replaced with a SGSGS linker). b, Ensemble
remodelling time courses of [wt H4, 78 bp], [wt H4, 40 bp], [wt H4, 20 bp], and [H4Δ1-19, 78
bp] nucleosomes by 40 nM wt ACF (black/gray lines, duplicated from Fig. 1b) and ΔNegC
ACF (red/pink symbols) at 5 µM ATP. c, Linker DNA length dependence of the pause-phase
exit rate (P1 phase) measured for wt ACF (black) and ΔNegC ACF (red). [ACF] = 10 nM
and [ATP] = 20 μM. Data are mean ± s.e.m. derived from at least 100 individual nucle-
osome remodelling traces from three independent experiments. Adapted with permission
from [127].

sized that ACF regulates AutoN inhibition by altering H4 tail accessibility. If this were true,

the H4 tail would only be available to displace AutoN from the catalytic subunit on long

linker substrates. Thus, AutoN should remain bound to the catalytic subunit on short linker

substrates. We tested this hypothesis in two ways. First, we examined the e�ect of exoge-

nously added H4 tail peptide. This peptide should increase the remodeling rate (and thus

decrease the pause phase exit rate) on short linker substrates because it can help compete

AutoN o� of the ATPase, but it should have no e�ect on long linker substrates where AutoN

is already displaced. Consistent with these expectations, adding H4 tail peptide dramati-

cally decreased the pause phase exit rate for short linker nucleosomes but it had no e�ect

on long linker nucleosomes (Figure 3.2.3d). Second, we looked for linker length dependence

on substrates lacking an H4 tail. In these experiments, both long linker and short linker

constructs should show similar remodeling rates because, in the absence of H4 tail, AutoN

will be engaged in both cases. Consistent with these expectations, both long linker and short
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Figure 3.2.3: The AutoN domain of Snf2h and the nucleosomal H4 tail are important for
linker DNA length sensing by the ACF complex. a, Domain architecture of wt and AutoN-
2RA (R142A and R144A) Snf2h. b, Ensemble remodelling time courses of [wt H4, 78 bp], [wt
H4, 40 bp] and [H4Δ1-19, 78 bp] nucleosomes by 40 nM wt ACF (black/gray lines, duplicated
from Fig. 1b) and AutoN-2RA ACF (blue/cyan symbols) at 5 µM ATP. c, Dependence of
the pause-phase exit rate on the linker DNA length and H4 tail for wt (black) or AutoN-2RA
ACF (blue/cyan). * too slow to be measured. d, E�ect of the exogenously added H4-tail
peptide on the pause-phase exit rates during remodelling by wt ACF. e, Pause-phase exit
rates of nucleosomes lacking the H4 tail during remodelling by wt ACF. In (c-e), [ACF] = 10
nM and [ATP] = 20 μM, except that 2 mM of ATP was used in (e) to make the pause exit
rates measurable for nucleosomes lacking the H4 tail. Data are mean ± s.e.m from at least
100 (c, d) or at least 50 (e) individual nucleosome remodelling traces from three independent
experiments. Adapted with permission from [127].
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linker substrates lacking an H4 tail gave similar pause phase exit rates in our single molecule

assay (Figure 3.2.3e).

3.2.3 The N-terminal region of Acf1 regulates H4 tail accessibility

Because Acf1 is responsible for sensing linker DNA > 30 bp from the nucleosome [93], we

hypothesized that Acf1 might bind the H4 tail on short linker substrates, preventing the

H4 tail from relieving H4 inhibition. Interaction with linker DNA might then prevent Acf1

from binding the H4 tail, allowing the tail to relieve AutoN inhibition. This model makes

a few predictions we can test. First, we should be able to see a direct interaction between

Acf1 and the H4 tail. Second, if we identify a mutant of Acf1 unable to bind H4 tail, ACF

complex containing this mutant should be insensitive to linker length. Finally, the Acf1-H4

tail interaction should decrease with increasing linker length.

To probe for a direct interaction between Acf1 and the H4 tail we performed a �uorescence

anisotropy assay to measure the binding isotherm for the interaction between the isolated

Acf1 subunit and a �uorescently-labeled H4 tail peptide. These measurements showed that

they interacted with a Kd of 3 nM (Figure 3.2.4b). Next, we looked for the region of

Acf1 responsible for binding to the H4 tail and found that deletion of the N-terminus of Acf1

greatly decreased binding to the H4 tail (Figure 3.2.4a,b). When we expressed ACF complex

containing Acf1 with its N-terminal region deleted, we saw that this complex exhibited no

linker length sensitivity, while retaining a requirement for the H4 tail (Figure 3.2.4c,d). This

result is consistent with the idea that the ΔN-term complex could no longer bind the H4

tail to inhibit remodeling at short linker lengths. These results further suggest a mechanism

for why Acf1 does not bind the H4 tail on long linker substrates; the DNA binding domain

of Acf1 also resides in the N-terminus [178], so interaction of Acf1 with linker DNA may

physically remove Acf1 from the proximity of the H4 tail.

To test whether the Acf1-H4 tail interaction is regulated by the length of linker DNA, we

used a crosslinking assay to probe for interactions with the H4 tail when ACF is bound to
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Figure 3.2.4: The N-terminal region of the Acf1 accessory subunit is important for linker
DNA length sensing by the ACF complex. a, Domain architecture of wt and ΔN-term
(residues 1-371 deleted) Acf1. b, Fluorescence anisotropy of dye-labelled H4-tail peptide in
the presence of varying amounts of wt (black symbols) or ΔN-term (green symbols) Acf1.
Data are mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 independent experiments). The Kd for wt Acf1 is 3 ± 9 nM
(error represents the 95% con�dence interval). c, Ensemble remodelling time courses of [wt
H4, 78 bp], [wt H4, 40 bp], and [H4Δ1-19, 78 bp] nucleosomes by 40 nM wt ACF (black/gray
lines, duplicated from Fig. 1b) and ΔN-term ACF (green/light green symbols) at 5 µM ATP.
d, Dependence of the pause-phase exit rate on the linker DNA length for wt ACF (black)
or ΔN-term ACF (green). [ACF] = 10 nM and [ATP] = 20 μM. Data are mean ± s.e.m
derived from at least 100 individual nucleosome remodelling traces from three independent
experiments. e, Crosslinking of the H4 tail to Acf1 depends on the linker DNA length. The
crosslinking products were analysed by SDS-PAGE (left). The Acf1-H4 crosslinking band
was absent for ACF without nucleosomes (lane �- nucleosomes�). (right) Quanti�cation of
the H4-crosslinked fractions of Acf1 and Snf2h as a function of linker DNA length. Data
are mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 independent crosslinking experiments). Adapted with permission
from [127].
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Figure 3.2.5: α-histone H4 immunoblot analysis validates the formation of the Acf1-H4
crosslinked product. a, Left: SDS PAGE analysis of samples containing ACF alone or ACF
with nucleosomes (20 bp linker DNA) that do not possess the cysteine-reactive crosslinker
on the H4 tail. Both samples yield two distinct bands corresponding to the Acf1 and Snf2h
subunits (180 kDa and 122 kDa, respectively). Additionally, histone bands at low molecular
weights are present in the lane for the sample containing nucleosomes. Right: Correspond-
ing immunoblot using α-H4 antibody. In the presence of nucleosomes without crosslinker,
a single H4 band is visible at ~11 kDa corresponding to the histone itself. b, Top: Incu-
bation of ACF and nucleosomes that contain a crosslinker at the H4 tail yield Acf1-H4 and
Snf2h-H4 crosslinking bands. These bands are absent for ACF without addition of nucleo-
somes (�- nucleosomes�) or upon addition of nucleosomes without a crosslinker. Proteolytic
degradation of Acf1 gave rise to a fainter band immediately below Acf1. Bottom: α-histone
H4 immunoblotting reveals speci�c Acf1-H4 and Snf2h-H4 bands that are absent for ACF
without addition of nucleosomes (�- nucleosomes�) or upon addition of nucleosomes without
a crosslinker. Adapted with permission from [127].
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Figure 3.2.6: E�ects of deletion of Itc1 (Acf1 homolog) and its N-terminal region on the
growth of yeast cells. Top row: wt. Second row: the itc1 gene is deleted (Δitc1 ). Third
row: the coding sequence of the N-terminal region of Itc1 is deleted (Δitc1-Nterm). Bot-
tom row: The remaining portion of itc1 is deleted from Δitc1-Nterm (rescue-Δitc1 ). One
representative of three independent growth experiments is shown. Adapted with permission
from [127].

nucleosomes. We installed a maleimide crosslinker onto the H4 tail of the nucleosomes with

varying linker lengths, incubated these nucleosomes with ACF complex, then analyzed the

reaction on a SDS-PAGE gel to assess the amount of Snf2h and Acf1 that were crosslinked

to the H4 tail. The crosslinked products were detected as bands that exhibited reduced

mobility compared to the uncrosslinked Snf2h and Acf1 proteins (Figure 3.2.4e). Notably,

these bands were not present in the absence of nucleosomes or crosslinker, and a western blot

for histone H4 showed that these bands contained histone H4 (Figure 3.2.5). Consistent with

our hypothesis, we observed a reproducible decrease in the amount of Acf1-H4 crosslinking

as the linker DNA length increased (Figure 3.2.4e). Snf2h-H4 crosslinking remained fairly

constant, likely because Snf2h stayed in close proximity to the H4 tail regardless of whether

it bound the H4 tail or not (Figure 3.2.4e). These results provide a direct con�rmation of

our model that Acf1 regulates Snf2h catalytic activity by binding the H4 tail in a linker

length dependent manner.

Finally, we tested the physiological importance of our model by turning to the yeast

homolog of ACF, ISW2. The Tsukiyama group has previously shown that deletion of the

accessory subunit of the yeast ACF homolog produces no growth defect [179], but we hy-

pothesized that deletion of only the N-terminus should create a much stronger defect. The
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resulting mutant would still be active on ISWI target genes, but it will lack spacing activ-

ity and may therefore disrupt nucleosome spacing in silenced regions, resulting in a global

disruption of chromatin structure. Indeed, when we made this deletion mutant in yeast,

we saw a very strong growth defect (Figure 3.2.6), indicating that this linker length sensing

mechanism is crucial for the proper in vivo function of ISWI remodelers.

3.3 Discussion

In this study, we investigated the mechanism of linker length sensing by the ISWI chromatin

remodeling complex ACF. Through a combination of single molecule and ensemble FRET

measurements, crosslinking experiments, and yeast genetics, we identi�ed the key structural

features of the nucleosome and ACF complex that cooperate to transmit information about

the presence of linker DNA from the accessory subunit, Acf1, to the catalytic subunit, Snf2h,

in order to modulate the rate of remodeling.

Our single molecule FRET experiments enabled us to determine that linker DNA length

modulates the length of the pause phases that occur during remodeling but does not modulate

the speed of DNA translocation during the translocation phases. This linker length regulation

requires the AutoN region of Snf2h and the H4 tail on the octamer because disrupting either

of these regions resulted in the loss of linker length sensitivity by ACF. We further found

that the N-terminal region of Acf1 binds to the H4 tail in a linker length dependent manner,

and that this interaction is required for linker length sensing. Disruption of the homologous

region of the yeast ISW2 complex causes a severe growth defect, indicating its importance

to the linker sensing mechanism of ISWI remodelers.

Together, our data lead us to propose the following model for the mechanism of linker

length sensing by ISWI remodelers (Figure 3.3.1). Remodeling consists of an alternating

series of translocation phases, where the H4 tail is engaged with the ATPase allowing sliding

to occur, and pause phases, where linker length sensing occurs. During the pause phase,
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Figure 3.3.1: Model for linker DNA length sensing by the ACF complex. DNA: gray lines,
histone octamer: beige cylinders, Snf2h: blue/cyan, Acf1: green. The ATPase domain of
Snf2h is depicted as a cyan sphere and labelled �ON� when active and �OFF� when inactive.
Adapted with permission from [127].

Acf1 samples for the presence of linker DNA. If the linker is short, Acf1 binds to the H4

tail, preventing it from relieving AutoN inhibition and leaving the ATPase inactive. If the

linker is long, the Acf1 N-terminus binds the linker DNA, removing the H4 tail binding site

from the proximity of the H4 tail. This leaves the H4 tail free to displace AutoN, activate

the ATPase, and promote entry into the next translocation phase. These results provide a

mechanistic picture of the molecular interactions underlying the linker length sensing ability

of an important family of chromatin-regulatory enzymes.

3.4 Materials and methods

3.4.1 DNA constructs

Double-stranded (ds) DNA constructs containing the 601 nucleosome positioning sequence

[180], varying DNA linker lengths on the entry side of the nucleosome, 3 bp linker DNA on the

exit side of the nucleosome, a FRET acceptor Cy5 attached to the 5' end of the exit-side linker

DNA, and a biotin moiety attached to the 5' end of the entry-side linker DNA were generated

by PCR and puri�ed by PAGE. The dsDNA constructs with an additional 38 nucleotide

(nt) single-stranded (ss) DNA spacer used for single-molecule mononucleosome remodelling

experiments were created by annealing and ligating a set of overlapping, complementary
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oligonucleotides. The 38 nt ssDNA spacer was used to prevent surface perturbation in

remodelling. These HPLC-puri�ed oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies) were

mixed at equimolar concentrations in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA and

annealed with an temperature ramp (95°C - 3°C), ligated with T4 DNA ligase (New England

Biolabs), and puri�ed by PAGE. Successful ligation was con�rmed by denaturing PAGE.

3.4.2 Histone octamers

Recombinant X. laevis H2A, H2A K119C, H2B, H3, H3 C110A, H4, H4 K16A, H4Δ1-19,

and H4 NCys (with an N-terminal cysteine residue inserted) histones were expressed in

BL21 (DE3) pLysS competent cells (Stratagene) and puri�ed from inclusion bodies by gel

�ltration (Sephacryl S-200 column, GE Healthcare) and ion exchange (Resource-S column,

GE Healthcare) chromatography under denaturing conditions [59, 181]. The H4 K16A,

H4Δ1-19, and H4 NCys mutants were created by site-directed mutagenesis.

For site-speci�c labelling of histone H2A, a cysteine substitution was introduced at residue

119 (K119C) as described previously [114]. Lyophilized H2A was dissolved in labelling bu�er

(7 M guanidine-HCl, 20 mM Tris pH 7.0, 5 mM Na-EDTA, 1.25 mM TCEP) and incubated

for 2 hr in the dark. Cy3-maleimide was dissolved in DMSO and added to the reaction to

a �nal concentration of 2.5 mM. After incubating for 3 hr in the dark, the reaction was

quenched by adding 80 mM β-mercaptoethanol. The labelled H2A was dialyzed three times

against dialysis bu�er (7 M guanidine HCl, 20 mM Tris pH 7.0, 1 mM DTT) in a 7K MWCO

dialysis cassette (Pierce) and quanti�ed. To reconstitute histone octamer, each lyophilized

core histone was dissolved in unfolding bu�er (7 M guanidine-HCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,

10 mM DTT), mixed in a molar ratio of 1.2:1.2:1:1 H2A:H2B:H3:H4, dialyzed against refold-

ing bu�er (2 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM Na-EDTA, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol),

and puri�ed by gel �ltration chromatography (Superdex 200 10/100 GL column, GE Health-

care) as previously described [59]. For making FRET-labelled nucleosomes, a ~1:1 ratio of

Cy3-labelled and unlabelled H2A mixture was used. Because each histone octamer contains
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two H2A subunits, this reconstitution yielded three distinct populations of Cy3-labelled nu-

cleosomes: (1) with Cy3 attached only to the H2A subunit proximal to the FRET acceptor

Cy5 on the DNA, (2) with Cy3 attached only to the H2A subunit distal to the Cy5 on

the DNA, and (3) with both H2A labelled by Cy3. These three labelling con�gurations

yielded distinct FRET levels that could be clearly distinguished at the single-molecule level,

as shown previously [26]. To maximize the dynamic range for single-molecule FRET mea-

surements, we selected the population with the highest FRET value, which corresponded

to nucleosomes with a single Cy3 on the proximal H2A, for further analysis. For ensemble

FRET measurements, because the overall remodelling rate was derived from the decay curve

of the acceptor signal, distinguishing the three populations was unnecessary. For crosslinking

experiments, only unlabelled H2A was used.

3.4.3 Nucleosomes

Mononucleosomes were reconstituted from DNA and histone octamers at 4°C [59]. The

nucleosome reconstitution reaction consisted of 2 M KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM

Na-EDTA, 1.2 µM histone octamer, 1 µM DNA construct, 10 mM DTT, and 0.5 mM benza-

midine. The sample was injected into a pre-hydrated 7K MWCO dialysis cassette (Pierce)

and subjected to salt gradient dialysis (2 M KCl to 250 mM KCl over 60 hours) followed

by incubation in TCS bu�er (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) for 8

hr at 4°C. Assembled nucleosomes were puri�ed on a 10-30% glycerol gradient in 20 mM

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% Igepal CA-630. Fractions were analysed by PAGE (5%

0.5x TBE) and fractions containing pure and correctly assembled nucleosomes were pooled

and concentrated with a 100K MWCO Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL centrifugal �lter (Millipore) to

~30 µL �nal volume and stored at 4°C. For the assembly of nucleosomes used in crosslinking

experiments, reducing agent was omitted.
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3.4.4 ATP-dependent chromatin assembly and remodelling factor

(ACF)

To produce isolated Snf2h-FLAG or isolated Acf1-FLAG, these proteins were overexpressed

in Sf9 cells using a baculovirus expression system (Kinnakeet Biotechnology). To produce

ACF complexes, Snf2h and Acf1-FLAG were co-expressed in Sf9 cells. Nuclear extraction

was performed as described previously [114, 121]. Nuclear extract was forti�ed with 0.5 mM

benzamidine, 60 µg/mL TLCK, and 1x Roche Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail and

then puri�ed by M2-a�nity chromatography (Anti-FLAG M2 beads and FLAG peptide,

Sigma-Aldrich), as described previously [114, 121]. Speci�cally, the FLAG-tagged subunit

or complex was bound to M2 beads, and the beads were washed several times with wash

bu�er containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 20% glycerol, 0.2 mM EDTA, 1 mM benzamidine,

1 mM DTT, Roche EDTA-free complete protease inhibitor, and various concentrations of

KCl (300, 150, and 100 mM sequentially). Protein was subsequently eluted with a 1 mg/mL

FLAG peptide solution in wash bu�er with 100 mM KCl. Elution fractions were analysed by

PAGE and fractions containing the isolated subunits or the intact ACF complex were pooled

and concentrated with a 50K MWCO Amicon Ultra-15 mL centrifugal �lter (Millipore).

Concentrated ACF complexes, Snf2h subunit, and Acf1 subunit were then aliquoted, �ash

frozen, and stored at -80°C in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 20% Glycerol, 0.2 mM EDTA, 100 mM

KCl, and 1 mM DTT. To purify enzyme for crosslinking experiments, the complete protease

inhibitor pills and DTT were omitted from the bu�ers during the a�nity puri�cation steps.

Typical yields were ~50-100 μg, 20-40 μg, and 1-2 μg of ACF complexes, Snf2h subunit, and

Acf1 subunit, respectively, per litre of insect cell culture. Quanti�cation was performed by

SYPRO-red staining and comparison to BSA standards. The Snf2h and Acf1 mutants were

created by site-directed mutagenesis. SDS-PAGE analysis of the puri�ed protein indicated

that the mutants eluted from the column as a complex with the correct stoichiometry (Figure

3.4.1).
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Figure 3.4.1: SDS-PAGE analysis of wt, ΔNegC, AutoN-2RA, ΔN-term and ΔC-term ACF
complexes. a, wt Snf2h, ΔNegC Snf2h, or AutoN-2RA Snf2h were co-expressed with Acf1-
FLAG in Sf9 insect cells and puri�ed by a�nity chromatography. b, ΔN-term Acf1 or
ΔC-term Acf1 was co-expressed with Snf2h-FLAG and puri�ed by a�nity chromatography.
The presence of both Acf1 and Snf2h in each case indicated that wt SNF2h, ΔNegC SNF2h
and AutoN-2RA SNF2h can all form complexes with Acf1 and that ΔN-term Acf1 and
ΔC-term Acf1 can both form complexes with Snf2h. Adapted with permission from [127].

3.4.5 Ensemble FRET assay for nucleosome remodelling

The ensemble remodelling kinetics of nucleosomes were measured by monitoring the total

acceptor (Cy5) signal (under a constant 532 nm illumination that excites the donor Cy3)

of a solution of FRET-labelled nucleosomes after addition of ACF and ATP to initiate

remodelling. As nucleosomes were translocated towards the centre of the DNA, the FRET

e�ciency decreased, which resulted in a decrease in the Cy5 signal. No remodeling was seen

in the absence of ATP (Figure 3.4.2a).

The ensemble nucleosome remodelling assay was performed by diluting nucleosomes in

remodelling bu�er (40 mM Tris pH 7.5, 12 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 60 mM KCl, 0.32 mM

EDTA, 3 mM MgCl2, 100 µg/mL acetylated BSA, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.02% (v/v) Igepal

CA-630, 10% glucose, 2 mM Trolox, and 2.5 mM protocatechuic acid) in a cuvette �tted

for a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Varian). Immediately before starting

a kinetic scan (ex = 532 ± 10 nm, em = 670 ± 20 nm, 1 Hz acquisition frequency, 20°C),

ACF, ATP, and additional MgCl2 equimolar to ATP were mixed in the remodelling bu�er

and added to the nucleosomes, achieving a �nal concentration of 2.5 nM nucleosomes and
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Figure 3.4.2: Control experiments to test the e�ect of ATP and surface-anchoring on nu-
cleosome remodelling. a, Ensemble remodelling time courses of [wt H4, 78 bp] nucleosomes
by 10 nM ACF with 5 µM ATP (�lled symbols) or without (open symbols) ATP. Nucleo-
some translocation is monitored by the emission intensity of the FRET acceptor Cy5 under
constant 532 nm illumination that excites the FRET donor Cy3. b, Comparison of the aver-
age remodelling kinetics for surface-anchored [wt H4, 40 bp] nucleosomes (measured by the
single-molecule assay, > 250 nucleosomes) and freely di�using [wt H4, 40 bp] nucleosomes
in solution (measured by the ensemble assay). [ACF] = 5 nM and [ATP] = 20 μM. Adapted
with permission from [127].
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varying concentrations of enzyme and ATP, as reported. For remodelling experiments in the

presence of the H4-tail peptide, synthetic peptide containing the H4-tail sequence (residues

1-21 of histone H4, SignalChem) was mixed together with ACF, ATP, and MgCl2 in the

remodelling bu�er before being added to the nucleosomes. The �nal concentration of the

H4-tail peptide was 20 nM.

3.4.6 Single-molecule FRET assay for nucleosome remodelling

Quartz slides were cleaned, functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Laysan Bio),

and assembled into �ow chambers as previously described [26]. Reconstituted nucleosomes

were anchored to coated quartz slides via a streptavidin-biotin linkage. To eliminate po-

tential perturbation of remodelling by surface anchoring, especially for mononucleosomes

with relatively short entry-side linker DNA, we inserted a 38 nt ssDNA spacer between the

biotin and dsDNA. With the ssDNA spacer, the remodelling kinetics of surface-anchored

nucleosomes with 40 bp or longer entry-side linker DNA were indistinguishable from those of

freely di�using nucleosomes measured using the ensemble FRET assay (Figure 3.4.2b). We

performed our single-molecule FRET studies on nucleosomes with at least 40 bp of entry-side

linker DNA.

The FRET donor Cy3 was directly excited with a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser (CrystaLaser) in

a total-internal-re�ection-�uorescence (TIRF) con�guration and �uorescence emission from

Cy3 and Cy5 was captured with a 60x water immersion objective (Olympus), �ltered with

a 550 nm long-pass �lter (Chroma Technology), spectrally split by a 630 nm dichroic mirror

(Chroma Technology), and imaged onto two halves of a CCD camera (Andor iXonEM+888).

The imaging conditions were 30°C in the imaging bu�er (40 mM Tris pH 7.5, 12 mM HEPES

pH 7.9, 60 mM KCl, 0.32 mM EDTA, 3 mM MgCl2, 100 µg/mL acetylated BSA, 10% (v/v)

glycerol, 0.02% (v/v) Igepal CA-630), 10% (w/v) glucose, 800 µg/mL glucose oxidase, 50

µg/mL catalase, 2 mM Trolox, and 2.5 mM protocatechuic acid. In certain experiments, 20

nM H4-tail peptide was included. The enzymatic oxygen scavenging system and antioxidants
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(10% glucose, 800 µg/mL glucose oxidase, 50 µg/mL catalase, 2 mM Trolox, and 2.5 mM

protocatechuic acid) were used to reduce �uorophore photobleaching and blinking [167, 182].

Remodelling was initiated by infusing the �ow chamber with a solution containing ACF and

ATP in imaging bu�er using a syringe pump (KD Scienti�c).

3.4.7 Fluorescence anisotropy binding assay

For binding studies, we used a synthetic peptide (SignalChem) that contained residues 1-21

of human histone H4 as well as an additional C-terminal cysteine to enable thiol-based la-

belling. Tetramethylrhodamine-5-iodoacetamide (TMRIA) was coupled to the C-terminus

of the synthetic H4-tail peptide to yield TMR-labelled H4 peptide (H4-tail-TMR). The cou-

pling reaction was carried out by shaking 0.2 μmol peptide, ~2 fold molar excess of TMRIA,

and 10 fold molar excess of TCEP in 1 mL of 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5) in the dark for 2 h at room

temperature. The labelled peptide was puri�ed by RP-HPLC and its identity con�rmed by

liquid chromatography�mass spectrometry analysis.

Fluorescence anisotropy measurements were carried out at 25°C using a Molecular Devices

SpectraMax microplate reader. Binding curves were recorded in low-volume 384-well assay

plates. Individual wells contained 20 nM H4-tail-TMR and the indicated concentration of

Acf1 in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl, and 20% (vol/vol) glycerol. The �uorescence

anisotropy was measured as a function of the Acf1 concentration. Dissociation constants were

determined by �tting the �uorescence anisotropy data to the solution of a quadratic equation

derived from the binding isotherm, which takes depletion of Acf1 protein into account:

r =
α

2[H4]t

(

[P ]t + [H4]t +Kd −
√

([P ]t + [H4]t +Kd)2 − 4[P ]t[H4]t

)

+ ro

where r is the �uorescence anisotropy, ro represents an o�set value, α is a scaling factor,

Kd is the dissociation constant, [H4]t represents the total concentration of the H4-tail-
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TMR peptide, and [P ]t is the total concentration of titrated Acf1 protein. Errors in the

determination of Kd were estimated by calculating the 95% con�dence interval.

3.4.8 Protein crosslinking

Homobifunctional maleimide crosslinker BM(PEG)3 (Pierce) was added to concentrated

H4NCys nucleosomes (de�ned below) to achieve a �nal concentration of ~5 µM nucleo-

somes and 500 µM crosslinker. The H4 NCys nucleosome contains a single labelling site

in the form of a cysteine added to the N-terminus of histone H4, immediately following

the initial methionine. The other histone proteins used to prepare H4 NCys nucleosomes

were wt H2A, wt H2B, and H3 C110A, and do not contain additional cysteine residues.

The crosslinker-labelling reaction was performed at room temperature for 1.5 hr. Bu�er

exchange with wash bu�er (20 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 10 mM KCl,

0.1% Igepal CA-630) was performed using a 100K MWCO Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL centrifugal

�lter (Millipore) �ve times to remove unreacted crosslinker. ACF was then added to the

BM(PEG)3-derivatised nucleosomes to achieve a �nal enzyme concentration of 200�400 nM

and nucleosome concentration of 5 µM, and incubated for 2 hr. Crosslinking products were

analysed by SDS-PAGE (4-15%, 1x Tris/Glycine/SDS) and SYPRO-red staining. Under

each condition, the Acf1-H4 crosslinked fraction was calculated as:

IAcf1−H4

(IAcf1−H4 + IAcf1)× Irel,histones

where IAcf1−H4 and IAcf1 are the integrated intensities of the Acf1-H4 and Acf1 bands, re-

spectively, and Irel,histones is the relative histone amount obtained by dividing the histone

band intensity in a given lane by the maximum histone band intensity in the gel. The Snf2h-

H4 crosslinked fraction was obtained analogously. Normalization by the relative histone

intensity in each lane compensates for any small variation in the nucleosome concentration

used, even though e�orts were made to maintain identical nucleosome concentrations for all
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conditions. For validation of the H4-crosslinking product, immunoblotting was performed

using a primary rabbit polyclonal α-histone H4 antibody (Abcam ab10158, tested for West-

ern Blotting applications by the �Abpromise� guarantee) and a HRP�conjugated secondary

antibody, and H4 was detected by chemiluminescence (GE Healthcare ECL).

3.4.9 Yeast genetics experiments

Mutant yeast strains were generated in the BY4741 background (ATCC 4006733, MATa;

his3Δ1; leu2Δ0; met15Δ0; ura3Δ0). This strain lacks the ura3 gene that encodes an en-

zyme involved in uracil synthesis and can only grow in media supplemented with uracil (or

uridine). The Δitc1 strain was derived from BY4741 by replacing (through yeast trans-

formation and integration by homologous recombination) the itc1 coding sequence with a

URA3 cassette that includes the ura3 gene. Positive transformants were selected on media

lacking uracil (uracil-dropout). The URA3 cassette was generated by PCR from the pRS306

plasmid. The Δitc1-Nterm strain was derived from the Δitc1 strain by replacing the URA3

cassette with the itc1 coding sequence lacking the portion that encodes residues 2-374 at the

N-terminus of Itc1. DNA for transformation was prepared by PCR from a plasmid encoding

Itc1 lacking the N-terminal region (ΔN-term Itc1). Positive transformants were selected

on uracil-containing media additionally supplemented with 5-Fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) for

counterselection against cells that still contained the URA3 cassette. The rescue-Δitc1

strain was derived from the Δitc1-Nterm strain by replacing the inserted coding sequence

for the ΔN-term Itc1 construct with a URA3 cassette and selecting on uracil-dropout me-

dia. All strains were con�rmed by PCR screening and sequencing at the itc1 locus. For

growth assays, liquid overnight cultures of the di�erent strains were diluted to the same cell

density, and 10-fold serial dilutions of each strain were spotted onto YPD (complete medium

including uracil) plates and grown at 30°C.
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3.4.10 Data analysis

Single-molecule time traces were analysed using a custom-written Matlab code. Nucleosome

translocation steps were identi�ed manually or by �tting a staircase function to the FRET

time traces using a step-�nding algorithm [183]. Non-linear curve �tting of the �uorescence

anisotropy data was carried out in Matlab, and 95% con�dence intervals for �t parameters

were obtained using the �con�nt� routine. Experimental sample sizes as indicated in the

�gure captions gave the reported s.e.m. (standard error of the mean) values that were

su�ciently low to allow meaningful interpretation of the data.
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Stepwise nucleosome translocation by

RSC remodeling complexes

4.1 Introduction

The SWI/SNF-family chromatin remodelers are important regulators of chromatin structure

in transcriptional activation and in the creation and maintenance of nucleosome free regions

[63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Consistent with these roles, SWI/SNF remodelers are capable of dis-

rupting nucleosomes in vitro and in vivo in a number of ways, including repositioning the

histone octamer along the DNA, ejecting H2A-H2B dimers from the octamer, and ejecting

the histone octamer from the DNA [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. All SWI/SNF complexes comprise a

catalytic subunit, which harbors an SF2-family ATPase domain, and a variety of accessory

subunits [63, 64]. During remodeling, the ATPase domain contacts the nucleosome at an

internal site 20 bp from the nucleosome dyad, referred to as the super-helical 2 (SHL2) site,

and translocates DNA [91, 95, 96, 98]. However, how DNA translocation by the ATPase

domain is coupled to the various activities of the remodeling complexes remains unclear.

SWI/SNF remodelers expose substantial amounts of intra-nucleosomal DNA to nucleases

during remodeling, suggesting that the remodelers disrupt the wrapping of DNA around the

nucleosome [104, 105, 106, 107]. The nature of the disrupted intermediates remains unclear,

and previous studies have suggested unpeeling of DNA from the edges of the nucleosome

[106, 184, 185] as well as the formation of loops or bulges of DNA inside the nucleosome
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[104, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111], though propagation of large loops around the nucleosome does

not appear to be required for nucleosome remodeling [186].

Given that the ATPase domain of the enzymes acts at the SHL2 site, approximately 50

and 100 bp away from the sites where the DNA enters and exits the nucleosome, respectively,

how ATPase activity drives the overall movement of DNA around the nucleosome remains

poorly understood. The isolated catalytic subunit of a SWI/SNF remodeler has been shown

to translocate naked DNA (in the absence of a histone octamer) in ~2 bp steps [187]. How-

ever, DNA translocation around the nucleosome by SWI/SNF holoenzyme complexes has

been reported to occur in large steps of ~50 bp in size [96]. It is unknown whether this 50-bp

step represents the fundamental step size of nucleosome translocation by SWI/SNF com-

plexes. The related ISWI-family of chromatin remodelers move DNA in multi-bp compound

steps that are composed of 1-bp fundamental steps [26, 27]. Although the ISWI-family re-

modelers share a homologous ATPase domain with the SWI/SNF-family remodelers, they

di�er in both the domains �anking the ATPase domain on their catalytic subunits and the

accessory subunits that associate with the catalytic subunits [63, 64], and they bind the

nucleosome di�erently [124, 188]. Thus, it is unclear whether SWI/SNF remodelers share a

similar nucleosome translocation mechanism.

In this study, we used single-molecule FRET [15] with a variety of labeling schemes to

monitor nucleosome remodeling by RSC, a prototypical SWI/SNF-family enzyme [189], in

real time. These experiments allowed us to observe transient intermediates of the remodeling

process and characterize the motion of the DNA into and out of the nucleosome. We found

that the remodeling activity primarily involved DNA translocation around the nucleosome

without large-amplitude lifting of the DNA away from the nucleosomal surface or substantial

displacement of the H2A-H2B dimer, and that DNA was translocated across the nucleosome

in a stepwise manner with a step size of ~1-2 bp.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Single-molecule FRET assay for monitoring nucleosome re-

modeling

We reconstituted dye-labeled mononucleosomes on a double-stranded DNA containing the

601 positioning sequence [180] to ensure reproducible positioning of the histone octamer. A

variety of labeling schemes with the FRET donor dye on various sites of the histone octamer

and the FRET acceptor dye on various locations of the DNA were used. In the �rst labeling

scheme, the mononucleosome was �anked by a shorter 6 bp linker on one side and a longer

78 bp linker on the other side. The FRET acceptor dye, Cy5, was attached to the end of

the shorter linker and the longer linker contained a biotin at its end for attachment to the

microscope slide (Figure 4.2.1a). The histone octamer was labeled with the FRET donor

dye, Cy3, on the C-terminal tail of H2A (position 119). We refer to this construct as the

H2A/[end, +6] construct to indicate the position of the Cy3 label (histone H2A) and Cy5

label (6 bp from the edge of the nucleosome at the end of the linker DNA). This labeling

scheme allowed us to monitor the movement of DNA relative to the histone octamer in real

time during nucleosome remodeling.

We anticipate that remodeling of the dye-labeled mononucleosomes by RSC will generate

two distinct products, depending on which side of the nucleosome the ATPase engages (Fig-

ure 4.2.1a). If RSC engages the SHL+2 site, which we de�ne to be the SHL2 site near the

longer linker DNA, RSC will translocate DNA toward the shorter linker. Previous studies

of SWI/SNF-family remodelers have shown that the enzyme can translocate DNA around

the nucleosome until the end of the DNA reaches the SHL2 site, which is ~50 bp past the

edge of the nucleosome [108, 190]. Therefore, this type of action should generate a ~130 bp

movement of the DNA toward the shorter linker, moving the Cy5 dye away from the Cy3

dye on the octamer and causing a monotonic decrease in FRET. This action will eventually

position the Cy5-labeled DNA end >40 nm from the Cy3 label on the H2A, resulting in a
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Figure 4.2.1: Single-molecule FRET assay for monitoring nucleosome translocation by RSC.
a, Diagram depicting the nucleosome substrates before (left) and after (right) remodeling
by RSC. The top row depicts the nucleosomes in cartoon form while the bottom row shows
the footprint of the histone octamer (tan oval) on the DNA (black line). b,c, Representative
traces showing the Cy3 intensity (green), Cy5 intensity (red), and FRET value (blue) for
exit-side movement (b) and entry-side movement (c). [RSC] = 5 nM, [ATP] = 5 µM. d, The
fraction of exit-side movement (cyan) and entry-side movement (orange) traces observed
with 1 nM RSC and 20 µM ATP. Error bars represent the standard error from > 200
nucleosomes. e-g, Histograms showing the distribution of FRET values before (blue) and
after (red) addition of 1 nM RSC and 20 µM ATP for nucleosomes lacking any ssDNA gap
(e), nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap at the SHL�2 site (f), and nucleosomes with a 2-nt
ssDNA gap at the SHL+2 site (f).
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product that gives zero FRET. On the other hand, if RSC engages the SHL�2 site, the SHL2

site near the shorter linker DNA, RSC will translocate DNA toward the longer linker, �rst

moving the Cy5 dye closer to the Cy3 dye on the octamer and then further away from the

Cy3, causing an initial increase in FRET followed by a decrease. This action will generate

a �nal product where the labeled DNA end resides at the SHL�2 site. Based on the crystal

structure of the nucleosome [59], this should place the Cy5 ~6.8 nm from the Cy3 labeling

site, giving a low but non-zero FRET value.

Consistent with these expectations, we observed two major classes of traces upon addition

of RSC and ATP to the surface-tethered nucleosomes. One class of traces showed a monotonic

decrease in FRET to zero FRET (Figure 4.2.1b). We assigned these traces to the case where

the ATPase domain of RSC bound to SHL+2 and translocated the DNA toward the shorter

linker. Because the dye labels monitored the dynamics of the DNA end moving away from

the octamer, we refer to these traces as monitoring exit-side movement. The second class of

traces showed an initial increase in FRET followed by a decrease to a �nal FRET of ~0.17

(Figure 4.2.1c). We assigned these traces to the case where the ATPase domain bound to

SHL�2 and translocated DNA toward the longer linker, which is expected to �rst bring the

FRET donor and acceptor dyes closer and then farther apart. Because the dye labels in these

cases monitored the dynamics of the DNA moving into the nucleosome, we refer to these

traces as monitoring entry-side movement. We classi�ed the traces as re�ecting entry-side

or exit-side movement based on the presence or absence of an initial FRET increase during

remodeling and identi�ed a roughly equal number traces showing entry-side and exit-side

movement when RSC and ATP were added to the H2A/[end, +6] nucleosome construct

(Figure 4.2.1d). This result is consistent with previous results indicating that translocation

is bidirectional and does not depend on linker DNA length [108, 190, 191]. The overall

kinetics of the FRET changes observed in the single-molecule assay were similar to the

kinetics observed in solution-based ensemble FRET measurements, indicating that surface

attachment did not substantially a�ect remodeling by RSC (Figure 4.2.2). As expected, no
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Figure 4.2.2: Surface anchoring of the nucleosomes does not a�ect the kinetics of remodeling.
Comparison of the average remodeling kinetics for freely di�using nucleosomes in the absence
(grey, ensemble assay) or presence of ATP (black, ensemble assay), and surface-tethered
nucleosomes in the presence of ATP (red, single-molecule assay). The remodeling kinetics
are monitored by reading the Cy5 intensity over time and normalizing the initial and steady-
state values to 1 and 0, respectively. The Cy5 intensities in the single-molecule assay are
determined by summing the Cy5 signals from ~2000 single-nucleosome traces. [RSC] = 6
nM, [ATP] = 20 µM.

major FRET changes were observed when RSC was added to the nucleosomes in the absence

of ATP (Figure 4.2.2).

In order to con�rm our assignment of entry-side and exit-side movement traces, we made

use of the fact that the ATPase of RSC is incapable of translocating past a 2-nt single-

stranded (ss) gap in the DNA [95, 96]. Therefore, placing such a gap at the SHL+2 or

SHL�2 site (Figure 4.2.3) should allow us to control the direction of DNA translocation

around the nucleosome. After remodeling by RSC, nucleosomes without any ssDNA gap

showed two distinct populations of nucleosomes with FRET values of ~0 and ~0.17, corre-

sponding to the products of exit-side and entry-side movement, respectively (Figure 4.2.1e).

As expected, remodeling of a construct containing a gap at the SHL�2 site showed a peak

only at zero FRET after remodeling (Figure 4.2.1f), consistent with the gap preventing RSC

from engaging the SHL�2 site to generate entry-side movement traces. Furthermore, >95%

of the remodeling traces from this construct were classi�ed as exit-side movement traces and
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Figure 4.2.3: Locations of the 2-nt ssDNA gaps on the nucleosomes. The sequence of the
DNA used for the top and bottom strands of the H2A/[end,+6] and H3/[end,+6] nucleosomes
is shown with the 601 positioning sequence colored orange. To create a gap at SHL�2, the
underlined nucleotides in the top strand were replaced with a 2-nt gap. To create a gap at
SHL+2, the underlined nucleotides in the bottom strand were replaced with a 2-nt gap.

showed only a monotonic FRET decrease (Figure 4.2.4a,b). Similarly, a gap at SHL+2, elim-

inated the zero FRET population (Figure 4.2.1g) and resulted in a single population with a

FRET of ~0.14 after remodeling. Moreover, >95% of the traces observed were classi�ed as

entry-side movement traces and showed an initial FRET increase (Figure 4.2.4c,d). These

results con�rm that the traces classi�ed as re�ecting entry-side movement resulted from

ATPase action at the SHL�2 site and the traces classi�ed as re�ecting exit-side movement

resulted from ATPase action at the SHL+2 site.

4.2.2 Probing for potential H2A-H2B dimer movement during re-

modeling

In addition to nucleosome sliding, RSC has been reported to facilitate a number of other

changes to the nucleosome, such as ejecting H2A-H2B dimers or the entire histone octamer,

but we do not expect to observe these activities in our assay because they require free nu-

cleosomes or free DNA as acceptors, the activity of histone chaperones, or a dinucleosome

construct [63, 65, 66, 67]. However, it is possible that RSC could destabilize the H2A-H2B

dimer [106] and lead to transient H2A-H2B dimer displacement during remodeling. To inves-

tigate whether movement of the H2A-H2B dimer (and hence the Cy3-label on H2A) relative
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Figure 4.2.4: E�ects of 2-nt ssDNA gaps at the SHL±2 sites on the direction of remodeling.
a,c, Top: cartoon of the H2A/[end+6] nucleosome with a 2-nt ssDNA gap at the SHL�2
site (a) or SHL+2 site (c). Bottom: Representative FRET traces from the remodeling of
constructs with a gap at the SHL�2 site (a) and SHL+2 site (c). [RSC] = 1 nM, [ATP] = 5
µM. b,d, The fraction of traces showing exit-side movement (cyan) and entry-side movement
(orange) observed during the remodeling of constructs with a gap at the SHL�2 (b) or SHL+2
(d) sites. Error bars represent the standard error from > 100 nucleosomes per construct.
[RSC] = 1nM, [ATP] = 20µM.
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to the rest of the octamer contributed to the FRET changes we observed during RSC remod-

eling, we took two approaches. First, we created a H3/[end,+6] construct (Figure 4.2.5a)

by moving the Cy3 label from the C-terminal tail of histone H2A to the N-terminal tail

of histone H3 (position 33). Ensemble FRET remodeling assays showed similar remodeling

kinetics for the H2A-labeled and H3-labeled nucleosomes substrates (Figure 4.2.6). If move-

ment of the H2A-H2B dimer relative to the H3-H4 tetramer was responsible for the FRET

changes that we observed on the H2A/[end,+6] construct, we expected that moving the Cy3

dye to histone H3 would eliminate these FRET changes. However, if H2A-H2B dimer dynam-

ics are not involved in generating the observed FRET changes, the H3-labeled nucleosomes

should produce FRET dynamics similar to those observed with the H2A-labeled nucleosomes

because the N-terminal tail of histone H3 lies near the C-terminal tail of histone H2A. In

our experiments, remodeling of the H3-labeled nucleosomes produced two classes of FRET

traces: exit-side movement traces showing a monotonic decrease in FRET and entry-side

movement traces showing an initial FRET increase followed by a FRET decrease (Figure

4.2.5b,c). As in the case of the H2A/[end,+6] constructs, placing a gap at the SHL�2 site

of the H3/[end,+6] nucleosomes eliminated nearly all of the traces showing entry-side move-

ment, and placing a gap at the SHL+2 site of the H3/[end,+6] nucleosomes eliminated nearly

all of the traces showing exit-side movement (Figure 4.2.5d), con�rming our assignment of

entry-side and exit-side movement traces. Because the exit-side and entry-side movement

traces resemble those observed with the H2A-labeled nucleosome (Figure 4.2.1b,c), this re-

sult indicates that the observed FRET changes were not speci�c to the dynamics of the

H2A-H2B dimer.

Second, to directly probe for potential movement of the H2A-H2B dimer during re-

modeling, we reconstituted mononucleosomes with a 1:1 mixture of Cy3-labeled H2A and

Cy5-labeled H2A on unlabeled DNA to create an H2A/H2A construct where both donor

and accept dyes are on the H2A subunits of the octamer (Figure 4.2.5e). Mononucleosomes

with a single Cy3 on one of the H2A subunits and a single Cy5 on the other H2A subunit
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Figure 4.2.5: RSC-mediated nucleosome remodeling does not involve substantial displace-
ment of the H2A-H2B dimer. a, Diagram of the H3/[end,+6] nucleosome. b,c, Represen-
tative FRET traces showing H3/[end,+6] nucleosomes undergoing exit-side movement (b)
and entry-side movement (c). [RSC] = 1 nM, [ATP] = 2 µM. d, Fraction of traces show-
ing entry-side movement (orange) and exit-side movement (cyan) observed with 1 nM RSC
and 20 µM ATP for nucleosomes lacking any ssDNA gap, nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA
gap at the SHL�2 site, and nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap at the SHL+2 site. Error
bars represent the standard error from > 100 nucleosomes per construct. e, Diagram of the
H2A/H2A nucleosomes. f, Histogram of FRET values from H2A/H2A nucleosomes in the
absence of RSC (black), after the addition of 6 nM RSC (red), or after the addition of 6
nM RSC and 5 µM ATP (cyan). Histograms were constructed from > 200 nucleosomes per
condition.
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Figure 4.2.6: RSC remodeling kinetics with alternative histone labeling schemes. Compar-
ison of the remodeling kinetics of H2A\[end,+6] (black trace) and H3\[end,+6] (red trace)
nucleosomes measured in an ensemble FRET assay. The intensity traces are the average of
three independent experiments. [RSC] = 6 nM, [ATP] = 20 µM.

could be readily identi�ed at the single-molecule level and gave FRET ~ 0.6 (Figure 4.2.5f),

whereas nucleosomes lacking a Cy5 showed zero FRET and nucleosomes lacking a Cy3 were

not visible under green illumination. Addition of RSC and ATP to this H2A/H2A construct

resulted in only a small decrease in FRET, ΔFRET ~0.1 (Figure 4.2.5f and Figure 4.2.7a).

This FRET decrease was partially recapitulated by the addition of enzyme in the absence

of ATP (Figure 4.2.5f), suggesting that this FRET change was associated, at least in part,

with RSC binding. Furthermore, this apparent FRET change was due almost entirely to an

increase in Cy3 �uorescence without a corresponding decrease in Cy5 �uorescence (Figure

4.2.7a,b), suggesting that this apparent FRET change was probably due to a change in the

photophysical properties of the Cy3 dye upon RSC binding rather than a bona �de change

in distance between the dyes. In any case, the small magnitude of this apparent FRET

change was not su�cient to explain the much larger changes in FRET observed with the

H2A/[end,+6] and H3/[end,+6] constructs during remodeling, indicating that our FRET

assays using nucleosomes with Cy3 on the octamer and Cy5 on the DNA reported primar-

ily on movement of the DNA relative to the nucleosome, rather than the movement of the

H2A-H2B dimer relative to the rest of the octamer.
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Figure 4.2.7: Remodeling of the H2A/H2A construct by RSC. a, Top: Cartoon of the
H2A/H2A nucleosome construct. Bottom: Representative Cy3 intensity, Cy5 intensity, and
FRET trace when H2A/H2A nucleosomes are incubated with 6 nM RSC and 5 µM ATP. b,
The mean ratios of the Cy3 signals before and after remodeling (green) and the Cy5 signals
before and after remodeling (red). Error bars represent the SEM from > 100 nucleosomes.

4.2.3 Probing for potential DNA unwrapping at the edge of the

nucleosome

Next, we asked if RSC induces large-amplitude unwrapping of DNA at the edges of the

nucleosome. We separately considered this possibility for the two edges of the nucleosome

where DNA enters or exits the nucleosome. At the nucleosomal edge where DNA enters the

nucleosome, translocation of the DNA along its canonical path on the nucleosome would be

expected to produce a FRET increase as the Cy5 at the end of the linker DNA moves toward

the edge of nucleosome, followed by a FRET decrease as the Cy5 moves along the nucleosome

surface toward the SHL�2 site. On the other hand, if RSC were to unpeel a substantial

amount of DNA and lift the DNA o� the nucleosomal surface by a large distance, we would

expect the FRET traces to exhibit a FRET decrease as the Cy5 dye on the linker DNA moves

away from the nucleosome, where the Cy3 dye resides. The entry-side movement traces that

we observed showed a substantial increase in FRET followed by a FRET decrease for both

H2A/[end, +6] and H3/[end, +6] constructs (Figures 4.2.1c, 4.2.4c, 4.2.5c, and 4.2.8a), which

was consistent with movement along or near the canonical path. This phenomenon was also
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seen for constructs when we increased the linker DNA length, as seen for the H2A/[end,+11]

and H3/[end,+9] constructs, where the Cy5 dye-labeled DNA end was initially 11 bp and 9

bp away from the nucleosome edge (Figure 4.2.8b,c). These entry-side movement traces also

showed a small apparent decrease in FRET (ΔFRET ~ 0.1) prior to the FRET increase, but

this apparent FRET decrease resulted primarily from an increase in Cy3 intensity without

a corresponding decrease in Cy5 intensity (Figure 4.2.8a�g). The magnitude of this Cy3

intensity change was consistent with the changes seen when we labeled the two H2A subunits

on the octamer with a Cy3 and Cy5 (i.e. the H2A/H2A construct) (Figure 4.2.8g), suggesting

that this FRET change likely resulted from a change in the photophysical properties of the

Cy3 dye upon RSC binding as opposed to a change in the distance between the DNA and

the octamer. Even if these initial FRET decreases re�ected a real change in distance, the

magnitude of the FRET change, ΔFRET ~ 0.1 (Figure 4.2.8d�f), was much smaller than

both the FRET changes that we observed for RSC-induced DNA translocation around the

nucleosome and the FRET changes previously observed for transcription factor-mediated

DNA unwrapping from the edge of the nucleosome (ΔFRET ~ 0.6) on a similarly labeled

nucleosome construct [192]. Assuming a previously measured Forster radius of 6 nm for the

Cy3-Cy5 pair [22], these small initial FRET decreases that we observed would correspond to

a distance change of only ~0.5 nm. Thus, we conclude the DNA entering into the nucleosome

was not lifted by a large distance away from the nucleosomal surface and did not deviate

substantially from its canonical wrapping path under our remodeling conditions.

In order to determine whether the DNA was unwrapped and lifted by a large distance

o� the nucleosomal surface at the nucleosomal edge where DNA exits, our current labeling

scheme was not adequate since both lifting of DNA o� the nucleosomal surface and translo-

cation of DNA along the canonical path on the nucleosome would generate a decrease in

FRET. We therefore moved the Cy5 label from the end of the DNA to a site 15 bp inside the

edge of nucleosomes by incorporating the dye into the sugar-phosphate backbone to generate

the H2A/[backbone, �15] nucleosomes, where H2A again stands for the position of the Cy3
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Figure 4.2.8: RSC-mediated nucleosome remodeling does not exhibit large-amplitude lifting
of DNA away from the nucleosomal surface at the nucleosomal edge where DNA enters
the nucleosome. a�c, Top: cartoons representing the H2A/[end,+6] (A), H2A/[end,+11]
(b), and H3/[end,+9] (c) constructs used in each experiment. Bottom: Representative Cy3
intensity, Cy5 intensity, and FRET time traces showing entry-side movement. The region
showing the transient FRET decrease is highlighted in yellow. [RSC] = 1 nM, [ATP] =
5µM. d�f, Histograms showing the starting FRET (blue) and FRET during the transient
FRET decrease (orange) for the H2A/[end,+6] (d), H2A/[end,+11] (e), and H3/[end,+9]
(f) constructs. g, The mean ratios of the Cy3 signals before and after the transient FRET
decrease (green) and the Cy5 signals before and after the transient FRET decrease (red)
for the H2A/[end,+6] constructs. The data for the H2A/H2A constructs from Figure 4.2.7b
are replotted for comparison. Error bars represent the SEM from > 100 nucleosomes per
construct.
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label and [backbone, �15] stands for the position of the Cy5 label (Figure 4.2.9a). If RSC

translocates the DNA around the nucleosome along its canonical path, the exit-side move-

ment traces should show an initial FRET increase as the Cy5 moves toward the nucleosome

edge, followed by a FRET decrease as the Cy5 exits the nucleosome. In contrast, substantial

lifting of DNA away from the nucleosome surface should produce a substantial FRET de-

crease, as the lifting of the DNA away from the nucleosomal surface would move the Cy5 dye

on the DNA farther away from the Cy3 dye on the octamer. The addition of RSC and ATP

to this construct again generated two classes of traces: exit-side movement traces showing a

transient increase in FRET followed by a decrease to zero FRET (Figure 4.2.9b) and entry-

side movement traces showing a decrease in FRET to ~ 0.23 (Figure 4.2.9c). Without any

ssDNA gap on the nucleosome, the FRET traces of the H2A/[backbone, �15] construct pref-

erentially showed entry-side movement (Figure 4.2.9d), likely because placing the Cy5 inside

the nucleosome slightly biased RSC to bind in the orientation that positioned the ATPase

at the SHL�2 site. Nevertheless, when we introduced a 2-nt ssDNA gap at the SHL�2 site,

nearly all of the traces showed the exit-side movement behavior with an initial increase in

FRET followed the decrease to zero FRET; when a 2-nt ssDNA gap was introduced at the

SHL+2 site, nearly all of the traces showed the entry-side movement behavior, displaying

only a monotonic decrease in FRET (Figure 4.2.9d). These experiments con�rm that the

traces showing the initial FRET increase followed by a FRET decrease resulted from ATPase

action at the SHL+2 site and thus represented exit-side movement. Since large-amplitude

lifting of DNA away from the nucleosomal surface would have caused a FRET decrease in-

stead of an initial FRET increase, we conclude that the DNA was not lifted away from the

nucleosome surface by a large distance and did not deviate substantially from its canonical

path as it exited the nucleosome.

Taken together, these observations suggest that our FRET data primarily reported on

the movement of DNA along or near the canonical path at the both edges of the nucleosome.

However, while our data are not consistent with RSC lifting DNA o� the nucleosome surface
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Figure 4.2.9: RSC-mediated nucleosome remodeling does not exhibit large-amplitude lifting
of DNA away from the nucleosomal surface at the nucleosomal edge where DNA exits the
nucleosome. a, Diagram of the H2A/[backbone,�15] nucleosome construct. b,c, Represen-
tative FRET traces showing exit-side movement (b) and entry-side movement (c). [RSC]
= 1 nM, [ATP] = 5 µM. d, The fraction of entry-side movement (orange) and exit-side
movement (cyan) traces observed with 1 nM RSC and 20 µM ATP for nucleosomes lacking
any ssDNA gap, nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap at the SHL�2 site, and nucleosomes
with a 2-nt ssDNA gap at the SHL+2 site. Error bars represent the standard error from >
100 nucleosomes per construct.
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by large distances, these data do not exclude the possibility that the enzyme disrupts many

of the histone-DNA contacts simultaneously during remodeling [106], but still holds the DNA

near the surface of the nucleosome.

4.2.4 Characterization of the step size of DNA translocation

Next, we characterized the step size with which RSC translocated DNA into and out of the

nucleosome. To determine the step size of DNA translocation at the nucleosomal edge where

DNA exits the nucleosome, we monitored remodeling of the H2A/[end,+6] nucleosomes at

20°C (as opposed to 30°C in the previous experiments) with 2 µM ATP in order to slow

the remodeling reaction and better resolve the translocation steps. The exit-side movement

traces exhibited intermittent pauses interrupting the monotonic decrease to zero FRET (Fig-

ure 4.2.10a), and we applied a step-�nding algorithm [183] to identify the location of the

pauses and the sizes of the steps. The step size histogram showed a distribution of step sizes

with a major peak centered at a ΔFRET of 0.1 and a tail extending to larger ΔFRET values

(Figure 4.2.10b).

We then determined the step sizes of DNA translocation assuming that the DNA moved

along the canonical path around the nucleosome. To calibrate the FRET changes associated

with moving the DNA along its canonical path, we positioned Cy5 at the end of the linker

DNA and varied the linker DNA length (Figure 4.2.11a, blue histograms). Consistent with

previous results [26], these measurements showed an approximately linear relationship be-

tween the linker DNA length and the observed FRET value over the measured range with a

slope of 0.053 ± 0.004 bp-1 (Figure 4.2.11b, blue). Because the photophysical e�ects associ-

ated with enzyme binding may a�ect this relationship, we also performed the calibration on

enzyme-bound nucleosomes by measuring the FRET value of the �rst observed step during

remodeling of these constructs (Figure 4.2.11a, red histograms) as a function of the initial

linker DNA length. These experiments also showed a linear relationship with a similar slope

of 0.047 ± 0.005 bp-1 (Figure 4.2.11b, red). From these slopes, we determined that the major
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Figure 4.2.10: DNA exits the nucleosome in a stepwise manner with a step size of ~1-2
bp during RSC-mediated remodeling. Remodeling was monitored for H2A/[end,+6] (a and
b), H3/[end,+6] (c and d), and H2A/[backbone,+6] (e and f) nucleosome constructs. a,c,e,
Top: diagram of the nucleosome construct used. Bottom: Representative exit-side movement
traces in the presence of 5 nM RSC and 2 µMATP at 20°C. Light grey, raw FRET data; blue,
5-point median-�ltered data; red, �t by a step-�nding algorithm [183]. b,d,f, Histograms
of the measured step sizes in FRET change (blue bars) and the �t to the modeled step size
distribution shown in Eq. 4.4.1 (black line).
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step size of DNA movement, corresponding to the peak of the ΔFRET distribution in Figure

4.2.10b (ΔFRET ~ 0.1) to be approximately 2 bp.

The step size histogram, however, showed many steps that were larger than expected for

~2 bp of DNA motion (Figure 4.2.10b). Although these data could re�ect a heterogeneous

step size, the distribution could also result from movement with a single step size, where the

larger steps represented two or more steps where the intervening pause(s) were too short to

detect. To test whether our data were consistent with such a model, we took advantage of the

linear dependence of FRET on the linker DNA length and �t our data to a series of evenly

spaced Gaussian peaks whose amplitude decreased by a factor of f from the previous peak,

representing the probability of missing a step (see Section 4.4.6). The data are consistent

with a step size of ΔFRET = 0.10 ± 0.04 with a probability of missing a step being f =

34% (Figure 4.2.10b and Figure 4.2.12a). This probability of missing a step is reasonable

given that the steps occur stochastically, and many pauses could be too short to be observed.

Based on the distribution of observed pause durations, we would expect a 25% probability of

missing a step due to our limited time resolution (Figure 4.2.12b). The observed probability

of missing a step was slightly larger than that expected from our time resolution limitation,

suggesting the possibility of additional mechanisms for missing steps, for example, successive

DNA distortions generated by the ATPase at the SHL2 site merging together while transiting

to the edge of the nucleosome.

To test whether the step size determination was sensitive to the labeling scheme, we

repeated the experiments with a second nucleosome construct where we moved the Cy3 dye

from histone H2A to histone H3 (the H3/[end, +6] construct, Figure 4.2.10c,d) and a third

construct where we moved the Cy5 to the DNA backbone (instead of the DNA end) 6 bp

from the nucleosome edge (the H2A/[backbone, +6] construct, Figure 4.2.10e,f). Calibration

curves for these two labeling schemes showed that the slopes of the FRET versus linker

DNA length were 0.059 ± 0.005 bp-1 and 0.057 ± 0.002 bp-1, respectively (Figure 4.2.11c�f,

blue). Like for the H2A/[end, +6] construct, these values did not change appreciably in the
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Figure 4.2.11: Calibration of FRET values as a function of the linker DNA length for
constructs monitoring exit-side movement. a,c,e, Distribution of FRET values measured
with 5 nM RSC and 2 µM ATP at 20°C for the H2A/[end,+n] (a), H3/[end,+n] (c), and
H2A/[backbone,+n] (e) constructs before (blue) and after (red) the �rst observed remodeling
step. b,d,f, Plots of the mean FRET value versus linker DNA length for the H2A/[end,+n]
(b), H3/[end,+n] (d), and H2A/[backbone,+n] (f) constructs before (blue) and after (red)
the �rst observed remodeling step. The mean and standard deviation of each point were
obtained by �tting the FRET distributions to a Gaussian curve. The slopes were obtained
by linear regression and the error is the standard error.
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Figure 4.2.12: Analysis of DNA translocation step sizes of exit-side and entry-side movement
using various labeling schemes. a, Table showing the estimated step size (± SD) and fraction
of steps missed (f) from �ts of the step size histograms to the stepping model in Eq. 4.4.1.
These ΔFRET values are converted to step sizes in bp by dividing the FRET step sizes
by slope of the calibration curves in Figure 4.2.11 for the experiments monitoring exit-
side movement and Figure 4.2.14 for the experiments monitoring entry-side movement. b,

Histograms of the observed pause lifetimes identi�ed by the step-�nding algorithm. The
mean pause lifetime (τ) is estimated by �tting the distribution to an exponential, and the
fraction of missed events (f) is the fraction of pauses expected to have a pause lifetime < 5
s (the threshold for detecting a step in the step-size analysis in Figures 4.2.10 and 4.2.13).
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presence of a bound RSC enzyme (Figure 4.2.11c�f, red). The exit-side movement traces

of these new constructs also showed that DNA translocation occurred in a stepwise manner

(Figure 4.2.10c,e), and the step size distributions (Figure 4.2.10d,f) showed a major peak

around a ΔFRET of 0.1 with a tail extending to larger values. Fitting these histograms to

multiple Gaussian peaks as described earlier yielded a step size of ΔFRET = 0.11 ± 0.04

with a missed step probability of f = 35% for H3/[end, +6] and ΔFRET = 0.09 ± 0.04 and

f = 42% for H2A/[backbone,+6] (Figure 4.2.12a,b). Comparing the ΔFRET values to the

slopes of the calibration curves gave step size estimates of 1.9 ± 0.7 bp and 1.6 ± 0.7 bp for

the H3/[end, +6] and H2A/[backbone, +6] constructs, respectively, consistent with the 1.9

± 0.8 bp step size estimate for the H2A/[end, +6] construct.

Finally, we characterized the step size of DNA translocation at the nucleosomal edge

where DNA enters the nucleosome. In the experiments that characterized the step sizes

of exit-side motion, the dye-labeled linker DNA was �upstream� (to the left) of the 601

sequence (Figure 4.2.10a,c,e), so exit-side movement traces resulted from ATPase action

at the SHL+2 site. Given that the DNA sequence is not symmetric around the nucleosome

dyad, to maintain the same direction of DNA translocation around the nucleosome but move

the dye locations to monitor the movement of DNA into the nucleosome, we made H2A/[end,

+12] and H3/[end, +9] constructs where the dye-labeled linker DNA lied �downstream� (to

the right) of the 601 sequence (Figure 4.2.13a,b). The entry-side movement traces primarily

showed an increase in FRET as expected from the movement of the short linker DNA into

the nucleosome, bringing the Cy5 dye closer to Cy3. As before, the entry-side movement

traces showed an initial, small apparent decrease in FRET before the major FRET increase,

likely due to the photophysical e�ect on the dye upon enzyme binding (Figure 4.2.8). The

FRET increase occurred in a stepwise manner, indicating stepwise DNA translocation into

the nucleosome (Figure 4.2.13a,b). The distributions of the ΔFRET step sizes again showed

a major peak around ~0.1 with a tail extending to larger values (Figure 4.2.13c,d). Fitting

to multiple evenly spaced Gaussian peaks as described earlier yielded a step size of ΔFRET
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Figure 4.2.13: DNA enters the nucleosome in a stepwise manner with a step size of ~1-2
bp during RSC-mediated remodeling. Remodeling was monitored for H2A/[end,+12] (a and
c), and H3/[end,+9] (b and d) constructs. a,b, Top: diagram of the nucleosome constructs
used. Bottom: Representative entry-side movement traces in the presence of 5 nM RSC and
2 µM ATP at 20°C. Light grey, raw FRET data; blue, 5-point median-�ltered data; red, �t
by the step-�nding algorithm. c,d, Histograms of the measured step sizes in FRET change
(blue bars) and the �t to the modeled step size distribution shown in Eq. 4.4.1 (black line).

= 0.09 ± 0.03 with a missed step probability of f = 22% for the H2A/[end, +12] construct

and ΔFRET = 0.08 ± 0.03 and f = 17% for the H3/[end, +9] construct (Figures 4.2.13c,d

and 4.2.12). Assuming that DNA moved along the canonical nucleosomal wrapping path as

it entered the nucleosome, we constructed calibration curves for the two labeling schemes

by varying the initial linker DNA lengths and measured slopes of the FRET change versus

linker DNA length to be 0.055 ± 0.002 bp-1 for the H2A/[end, +12] construct and 0.048

± 0.004 bp-1 for the H3/[end, +9] construct, which again did not change appreciably in

the presence of bound enzyme (Figure 4.2.14). Based on these slopes, we found the DNA

translocation step sizes to be 1.6 ± 0.5 and 1.7 ± 0.7 bp, respectively, for these constructs.

Therefore, RSC translocated DNA in 1-2 bp increments at both the entry side and exit side

of the nucleosome.
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Figure 4.2.14: Calibration of FRET values as a function of the linker DNA length for con-
structs monitoring entry-side movement. a,b, Distribution of FRET values before (blue)
and after (red) the �rst remodeling step in the presence of 5 nM RSC and 2µM ATP at 20°C
for the H2A/[end,+n] (a) and H3/[end,+n] (b) constructs. c,d, Plots of the mean FRET
versus linker DNA length for the H2A/[end,+n] (c) and H3/[end,+n] (d) constructs before
(blue) and after (red) the �rst observed remodeling step. The mean and standard deviation
for each point were obtained by �tting the FRET distributions to a Gaussian curve. The
slopes were obtained by linear regression and the error is the standard error.
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4.3 Discussion

In this study, we used single-molecule FRET to monitor nucleosome remodeling by a proto-

typical SWI/SNF-family remodeler, RSC. This approach enabled us to track the motion of

DNA across individual nucleosome in real time, providing new insight into the mechanisms

by which RSC repositions nucleosomes along DNA.

Our results showed that RSC remodeled mononucleosomes primarily by translocating

DNA around the nucleosome. At the nucleosome edge, RSC did not lift the DNA by a large

distance away from the nucleosomal surface under our remodeling conditions, and our data

are consistent with translocation of the DNA along or close to the canonical nucleosomal

wrapping path during RSC-mediated remodeling. We observed a small FRET decrease pre-

ceding DNA translocation (Figure 4.2.8) that was likely due to changes in the photophysical

properties of Cy3 upon enzyme binding. Similarly, a construct designed to report on the

dynamics of the H2A-H2B dimer also showed only a small apparent change in FRET likely

due to photophysical changes of Cy3 upon enzyme binding. Even if these FRET changes

were due to actual distance changes, rather than photophysical changes of the dye, they

would represent minor deviations (~0.5 nm) of DNA from the canonical wrapping path

around the octamer or small repositioning of the H2A-H2B dimer relative to the H3-H4

tetramer. Although we can exclude large-amplitude lifting of the DNA from the surface of

the octamer, smaller distance changes could still disrupt many histone-DNA contacts, so

we cannot exclude the possibility that the observed translocation of DNA around the nu-

cleosome is associated with simultaneous disruption a substantial number of histone-DNA

contacts. However, such a small-distance motion would have only a minimal e�ect on our

measured FRET signal.

Thus, we characterized the step size of DNA translocation into and out of the nucleosome

by assuming that the DNA moved along the canonical path around the nucleosome during

RSC-mediated remodeling. We observed a step size of 1-2 bp both for entry-side and exit-

side movement. Even if the motion of the DNA is not exactly along the canonical path,
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the small ΔFRET step sizes of 0.08-0.11 that we observed in the single-molecule nucleosome

remodeling traces corresponds to a distance change of ~0.3-0.6 nm (assuming a previously

measured Förster radius of 6 nm for the Cy3-Cy5 FRET pair [22]), which is again consistent

with translocation of 1-2 bp of dsDNA (0.34 nm/bp). Although changes to the photophysical

properties of the dyes or the relative orientation of the dyes could potentially a�ect this

distance calibration, many of these e�ects would be expected to depend on the speci�c

labeling scheme. The fact that we observed these 1-2 bp step sizes with several di�erent

attachment sites of the Cy3 dye on the octamer and di�erent attachment sites of the Cy5

dye on the DNA suggests that these numbers likely re�ect the true translocation step size of

DNA around the nucleosome during RSC-catalyzed remodeling. It has been shown previously

that some SF2 ATPase-containing DNA translocases or helicases translocate DNA in 1 bp

increments [27, 193, 194, 195, 196], so the SF2 ATPase domain of RSC might also translocate

DNA at the SHL2 site of the nucleosome in 1 bp steps. The reason that the step size that we

observed for RSC-mediated nucleosome translocation is not exactly 1bp could be due to the

following: 1) missing steps due to our limited time resolution could cause two consecutive

1 bp steps appear as a 2 bp step, 2) two 1 bp DNA distortions generated at the SHL2

site could merge together while transiting to the exit site, and 3) the DNA translocation

path could deviate slightly from the canonical wrapping path, making our calibration, which

was determined based on canonically wrapped nucleosomes, slightly o�. Because we track

the motion of the DNA only at the nucleosomal edges, our data cannot determine whether

intranucleosomal loops or bulges form, though our data agree with previous �ndings that if

such loops do exist, they must accumulate and release gradually.

The small step size that we observed here is consistent with a previous study reporting

that the isolated RSC catalytic subunit translocates naked DNA in ~2 bp increments [187].

However, in the context of remodeling intact nucleosomes, a previous biochemical study

showed that SWI/SNF enzymes translocate DNA around the nucleosome in large, ~50 bp

steps [96]. Our current observations suggest that these large ~50 bp translocation steps do
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not re�ect the fundamental step size of nucleosome translocation by RSC. Rather, they may

be compound steps composed of many 1-2 bp steps and re�ect relatively long kinetic pauses of

DNA translocation imposed by the energy landscape of the nucleosomal substrates. Because

the SF2 ATPase likely translocates DNA 1 bp at a time at the SHL2 site, our observation

that RSC moves the DNA into and out of the nucleosome in 1-2 bp increments suggests that

motion at the nucleosomal entry and exit sites are directly coupled to DNA translocation at

the SHL2 site by the ATPase domain and that the other domains of the catalytic subunit

or the accessory subunits of the enzyme do not play an active role in translocating DNA

around the nucleosome.

4.4 Materials and methods

4.4.1 Histone puri�cation and labeling

Recombinant X. laevis histones were expressed in BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells (Stratagene) and

puri�ed under denaturing conditions. Brie�y, we isolated inclusion bodies and extracted the

histones as described previously [181], then dialyzed the histones into bu�er A (7 M urea,

20 mM Na-HEPES pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and 1 mM Na-EDTA). This solution

was then loaded onto HiTrap-Q cation exchange and ResourceS anion exchange columns (GE

Healthcare) connected in series [197]. After washing with bu�er A, the HiTrap-Q column

was then removed before the protein was eluted by gradually increasing the concentration

of NaCl. To generate histones site-speci�cally labeled with Cy3, plasmids for the expression

of H2A K119C, and double mutant H3 (G33C+C110A) were created by site directed muta-

genesis. These constructs were puri�ed and labeled with sulfo-Cy3 maleimide or sulfo-Cy5

maleimide (GE Healthcare) under denaturing conditions [127]. These sites were chosen be-

cause they were used in previous FRET-based studies of nucleosome remodeling [114, 115].

Histone octamer was reconstituted with an ~ 1:1 ratio of labeled:unlabeled histone in order

to maximize the yield of singly-labeled octamer and puri�ed by gel �ltration chromatogra-
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phy as described previously [127, 181]. For the reconstitution of the H2A/H2A construct,

histone octamer was reconstituted with a ~ 1:1 ratio of Cy3-labeled:Cy5-labeled H2A.

4.4.2 Preparation of DNA constructs

DNA constructs were made by PCR from a plasmid containing a modi�ed 601 position-

ing sequence [180, 198]. The PCR primers contained 5' Cy5 or biotin-TEG modi�cations

(IDT) to install these modi�cations at the indicated locations. For constructs containing

gaps or backbone Cy5 labels, the DNA was constructed by annealing a set of overlapping

oligonucleotides (IDT) and ligating them into a single double-stranded DNA construct [127].

Backbone Cy5 labels were inserted opposite guanosine residues. DNAs were puri�ed by

PAGE.

4.4.3 Preparation of nucleosome constructs

Mononucleosomes were assembled by the salt dialysis method after mixing labeled octamer

and DNA at a 1.2:1 ratio and puri�ed by glycerol gradient centrifugation as previously

described [199].

4.4.4 RSC puri�cation

RSC was puri�ed from strain BCY211 that expresses a TAP-tagged Rsc2 subunit following

published protocols [197]. Protein concentration was quanti�ed by Sypro Red staining and

comparison with BSA standards.

4.4.5 Single-molecule FRET measurements

Quartz slides were cleaned, functionalized with a 1:100 mixture of biotin-PEG:PEG (Laysan

Bio), and assembled into �ow chambers as previously described [20]. Nucleosomes were im-

mobilized to biotin-PEG via streptavidin. The sample was excited with a 532 nm Nd:YAG
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laser (CrystalLaser) on a custom-built total-internal-re�ection �uorescence (TIRF) micro-

scope [200]. Fluorescence emission was collected with a 60x water immersion objective

(Olympus), �ltered with at 550 nm long-pass �lter (Chroma Technology), split with a 630

nm dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology), and imaged onto two halves of an Andor iXon+888

EM-CCD camera with a 1 Hz integration time. Imaging was done at 30°C (unless other-

wise speci�ed) in imaging bu�er (40 mM tris, 12 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 60 mM KCl, 3 mM

MgCl2, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.02% (v/v) Igepal CA-630, 10% (w/v) glucose, 2 mM trolox,

0.1 mg/mL acetylated BSA), supplemented with an oxygen scavenging system (800 µg/mL

glucose oxidase, 50 µg/mL catalase) [26, 167]. In experiments where the FRET acceptor

dye is on the DNA and the FRET donor is on the histone, we see three populations of la-

beled nucleosomes: singly-labeled nucleosomes where the dye resides on the histone subunit

proximal to the short linker, singly-labeled nucleosomes where the dye resides on the histone

subunit distal to the short linker, and the doubly-labeled species [26]. These nucleosomes

can be distinguished on the basis of their FRET value, and we select only those nucleosomes

with the Cy3 on the proximal histone for analysis, which gave the highest FRET values. For

the H2A/H2A construct, we selected those showing FRET > 0.2 as nucleosomes lacking Cy5

show zero FRET and nucleosomes lacking Cy3 are not visible during 532 nm illumination.

4.4.6 Data analysis

Data were analyzed with IDL (ITT Visual Information Solutions) and MATLAB (Math-

Works) using custom-written code. Single nucleosomes were identi�ed by selecting traces

that showed one-step photobleaching. The �uorescence intensity after photobleaching was

used for background subtraction. To classify traces as entry-side or exit-side movement

traces, we manually identi�ed traces exhibiting remodeling, smoothed the data with a 3 pt

median �lter, then classi�ed them as follows: If a trace spent 3 consecutive points 0.1 FRET

above the initial FRET (0.07 FRET above the initial FRET for the H2A/[backbone,�15]

data) before reaching the �nal FRET value, indicating an increase in FRET followed by
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FRET decrease, it was classi�ed as an entry-side movement trace for the H2A/[end,+6] and

H3/[end,+6] constructs or an exit-side movement trace for the H2A/[backbone,�15] con-

struct. If the trace reached the �nal FRET value without spending 3 consecutive frames 0.1

or 0.07 FRET above the initial FRET, indicating a monotonic FRET decrease, the trace was

classi�ed as an exit-side movement traces for the H2A/[end,+6] and H3/[end,+6] constructs

or an entry-side movement trace for the H2A/[backbone,�15] construct.

In the experiments to determine the step size of remodeling, pauses in the FRET traces

were identi�ed using a previously developed step-�nding algorithm [183], and pauses shorter

than 5 s were ignored. We analyzed the step sizes only for those steps occurring within

the range where FRET appears to vary linearly with distance from the nucleosome (as

determined by the calibration curves in Figure 4.2.11 and Figure 4.2.14). To simulate the

step size distribution resulting from a uniform step size and a �xed probability of missing

short pauses, causing larger steps whose size is a multiple of the step size, the observed step

size histograms were �t to the function:

y =
6

∑

n=1

Afn−1 exp

(

−
(x− n c)2

2s2

)

(4.4.1)

where f is the probability that a pause is missed, c is the step size, and s is the standard

deviation of the step size. The s parameter was �t globally across all step size histograms

showing the same type of motion (i.e. exit-side movement or entry-side movement).

4.4.7 Ensemble FRET measurements

Ensemble FRET measurements were performed by monitoring the Cy5 intensity at 670

nm under 532 nm excitation in a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Varian).

Reactions were performed in imaging bu�er, and initiated by the addition of RSC and ATP to

a solution containing nucleosomes. Data were normalized by scaling the initial Cy5 intensity

to 1.0 and the �nal steady state Cy5 intensity to 0.
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Conclusions and future directions

Single molecule FRET is a powerful technique for studying the structural dynamics of

biomolecules, and in this dissertation, I have demonstrated its use in understanding the

mechanism and regulation of two classes of molecular motor proteins: reverse transcriptases

and chromatin remodeling enzymes.

In Chapter 2, we used a smFRET assay to study the initiation of reverse transcription

in order to determine the mechanism of RT pausing during this process. The capability of

smFRET to characterize heterogeneity within a sample allowed us to observe RT binding

to its tRNA/vRNA substrate in two di�erent orientations: a polymerase-competent mode

that places the polymerase active site over the 3' end of the tRNA primer, and an orienta-

tion �ipped by 180°, where the polymerase active site is far from the 3' end of the primer.

The equilibrium between these two states correlates with the polymerase activity of the en-

zyme�on substrates where RT spends most of its time bound in the polymerase orientation,

it exhibits its highest rate of nucleotide addition, and on substrates where RT spends most

of its time bound in the �ipped orientation, it exhibits the slowest rate of nucleotide addi-

tion�indicating that the binding orientation of the enzyme is a major factor in�uencing the

pauses that occur during the initiation of reverse transcription. When we examined which

structural features of the tRNA/vRNA substrate regulate the binding orientation of the en-

zyme, we found that a stem-loop structure in the vRNA forces RT to bind predominantly

in the �ipped orientation at the +3 position, causing the major pause at this position. The
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stem-loop also de�nes the transition to a faster, more processive mode of synthesis after the

addition of the 6th nucleotide as this stage is the point at which RT has synthesized enough

DNA to disassemble the stem-loop. These results provide a mechanistic explanation for the

changes of activity observed during the initiation of reverse transcription and show how the

structural dynamics of a ribonucleoprotein complex can regulate the activity of a molecular

motor enzyme.

In Chapter 3, we used smFRET to study the regulation of the human ISWI remodeling

enzyme, ACF. smFRET enabled us to characterize substeps of the remodeling process in

order to determine which of the stages of nucleosome remodeling�DNA translocation or

exit from the pause phases interrupting DNA translocation�are regulated by the H4 tail

and linker DNA. These experiments, plus experiments characterizing various mutants of

the proteins involved, show that the AutoN region, a part of the Snf2h catalytic subunit

that inhibits the ATPase activity of the remodeler; the histone H4 tail, a portion of the

nucleosome that helps relieve AutoN inhibition; and the N-terminal region of the accessory

subunit Acf1, a region involved in sequestering the H4 tail in a linker length dependent

manner, all contribute to the regulation of ACF by linker DNA length. Together, these results

lead to the following model for the regulation of ACF by linker DNA length: remodeling

occurs in a series of alternating translocation and pause phases, and linker length sensing

occurs during the pause phase, where it regulates the exit from the pause phase and the

subsequent onset of DNA translocation. The N-terminal region of Acf1 senses linker DNA

and allosterically communicates the absence or presence of the linker DNA to the ATPase

by binding or releasing to the H4 tail. When the linker DNA is short, Acf1 sequesters the

H4 tail, leaving AutoN to inhibit the ATPase and prevent exit from the pause phase. When

the linker DNA is long, Acf1 instead binds the linker DNA, leaving the H4 tail to displace

AutoN, activate the ATPase, and allow DNA translocation to occur. These results provide a

mechanistic picture of the intra- and inter-molecular interactions that take place during the

mechanochemical cycle of a motor enzyme to regulate the catalytic activity of the motor.
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In Chapter 4, we applied smFRET to understand the mechanism of nucleosome remodel-

ing by the SWI/SNF family of chromatin remodeling enzymes. Here, the ability of smFRET

to distinguish between di�erent reaction pathways was essential because remodeling by RSC

could proceed in one of two directions. While experiments that rely on ensemble averaging

would have been confounded by the two remodeling directions, smFRET enabled us to an-

alyze the two types of movement (exit-side movement and entry-side movement) separately.

Furthermore, we made use of the ability of smFRET to report on the structure of transient

intermediates to characterize the motion of DNA into and out of the nucleosome. These

experiments reveal that DNA moves around the nucleosome largely along its canonical path

without large-scale lifting of the DNA away from the nucleosome or substantial displacement

of the H2A-H2B dimer. DNA enters and exits the nucleosome in a stepwise manner, with

step sizes of 1-2 bp, suggesting that DNA movement is coupled directly to DNA translocation

by the ATPase domain. These results provide important insights into the mechanism of nu-

cleosome remodeling by SWI/SNF family remodeling enzymes, and demonstrates the power

of smFRET in characterizing the structure and dynamics of enzyme-bound intermediates.

I will conclude with a discussion of how to build upon the results presented in this disser-

tation, focusing on chromatin remodeling by the SWI/SNF family enzymes. In particular,

I will discuss experiments to further elucidate the mechanism of DNA motion, examine the

mechanism of nucleosome disassembly, and monitor more complex remodeler activities.

The data presented in Chapter 4 show DNA moving into and out of the nucleosome in

1-2 bp increments. These observations are inconsistent with previously proposed models in

which the remodeler scoops in tens of base pairs at a time to generate a loop that propagates

around the nucleosome [96]. However, these data do not rule out the formation of intranu-

cleosomal loops as loops could still form if the onset of exit-side translocation is delayed

relative to the onset of entry-side translocation. Therefore, determining the coordination be-

tween entry-side and exit-side DNA translocation is required to gain further insight into the

mechanism of nucleosome remodeling. A three-color FRET labeling scheme [201], in which
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the nucleosome is labeled with Cy3, Cy5 and Alexa750 (Figure 5.0.1), should enable the

simultaneous monitoring three distances (the Cy3-Cy5 distance, the Cy3-Alexa750 distance,

and the Cy5-Alexa750 distance) in a single experiment. In this labeling scheme, when the

ATPase acts at the SHL+2 site, FRET between Cy3 and Cy5 would report on entry-side

movement and FRET between the Cy5 and Alexa 750 would report on exit-side movement.

Similarly, when the ATPase acts at the SHL�2 site, the Cy3-Cy5 FRET would report on

exit-side movement and the Cy5-Alexa 750 FRET would report on entry-side movement.

The Cy3-Alexa750 FRET could provide a more sensitive measure of whether the remodeler

perturbs the canonical wrapping of the nucleosome. Determining the coordination between

entry-side and exit-side movement, however, could be di�cult if apparent FRET changes

re�ecting enzyme binding cannot be distinguished from real FRET changes due to DNA

translocation. If such obstacles can be overcome, these experiments would enable deter-

mining whether remodeling occurs via a concerted motion model, where DNA motion at

the entry and exit sides occurs simultaneously; a loop-propagation model, where entry-side

movement precedes exit-side movement; or a tension-based model, where exit-side movement

precedes entry-side movement (Figure 1.4.1).

In addition to the ability to reposition nucleosomes, RSC and other SWI/SNF enzymes

have also been reported to engage in histone and octamer ejection [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86].

We do not observe these activities in our assay because they require free nucleosomes or free

DNA as acceptors, the activity of histone chaperones, or a dinucleosome construct. However,

given that we do not observe substantial disruption to the canonical wrapping of the DNA

or the conformation of the histone octamer, how DNA translocation activity gets coupled

to the disassembly of nucleosomes remains incompletely understood. A number of factors

have been reported to in�uence nucleosome disassembly by SWI/SNF family remodelers,

including transcription factors [80, 202], histone chaperones [84, 86], histone modi�cations

[203, 204], DNA sequence [205], and neighboring nucleosomes [85]. Our smFRET assays

could be used to test whether any of these factors alter the nucleosome remodeling mechanism
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Figure 5.0.1: Construct design for the proposed three-color FRET experiments. Top: Car-
toon of the nucleosome showing the labeling positions of the dyes. Bottom: Diagram of the
footprint of the nucleosome (tan oval) on the double-stranded DNA (black lines). The Cy3,
Cy5, and Alexa 750 dyes are shown as green, red, and grey stars, respectively. The biotin is
shown as a blue square.

and induce SWI/SNF remodelers to unwrap DNA from the edges of the nucleosome or

induce movement of the H2A-H2B dimer. Our observations that RSC does not substantially

alter the canonical wrapping of the nucleosome or the structure of the octamer, however, is

consistent with a model in which RSC does not disassemble the nucleosomes to which it binds,

and instead ejects neighboring nucleosomes through a collision between the remodeler and the

neighboring nucleosomes [85]. Regardless of the mechanism by which it occurs, reconstituting

nucleosome disassembly in a smFRET assay would also allow us to resolve intermediates of

the disassembly process. For example, studies of salt-induced octamer disassembly have

found evidence of octamer conformational changes that precede H2A-H2B dimer loss [206],

and experiments using the H2A/H2A construct (Figure 4.2.5e) could determine whether such

intermediates occur during remodeler-induced octamer disassembly as well. Examining the

lifetimes of these intermediate states under a number of di�erent conditions could elucidate

which steps of the disassembly process are a�ected by some of the factors, such as histone

modi�cations, that are thought to regulate nucleosome disassembly.

Finally, in vivo, SWI/SNF remodelers are involved in transcriptional activation, the
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creation of nucleosome free regions, and the formation of altered nucleosomal structures at

speci�c loci [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. These processes likely involve the cooperation of SWI/SNF

enzymes with a number of other factors, including other chromatin remodeling enzymes,

histone modifying enzymes, transcription factors, or histone chaperones. Reconstituting

such activities using puri�ed factors could be di�cult given that the identities of the factors

involved in these processes are incompletely understood. However, advancements have been

made in performing single-molecule assays in whole cell lysates, for example, to study RNA

splicing [207, 208] or examine biomolecular interactions and complex formation [209]. Using

cell lysates from yeast may enable us to reconstitute some of these more complex remodeler

activities and monitor them in a single molecule format. For example, RSC is thought

to be involved in creating stable, partially unwrapped nucleosomes in the promoter region

at the GAL1/10 locus in yeast [185]. We could create a �uorescently labeled nucleosomal

substrate mimicking the features of this locus, immobilize it onto a microscope slide, apply

whole cell lysate, and monitor the structure of these nucleosomes as the factors present in

the lysate act. These studies could take advantage of the ease with which yeast can be

genetically manipulated in order to introduce �uorescent labels on proteins of interest (such

as the SWI/SNF and ISWI remodelers that have antagonistic functions at promoters [73])

or to knockout speci�c factors in order to assess their function. It is also possible to purify

native chromatin from speci�c loci in yeast [210] in order to obtain a more physiological

substrate for use in these experiments. Although labeling such native substrates would be

di�cult, it is possible to devise readouts based on single-molecule �uorescence to monitor

processes such as transcription from the native loci [211]. Such experiments may extend the

capability of single molecule �uorescence approaches to interrogate the function, mechanism,

and regulation of molecular motor enzymes.
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A.1 Termination of reverse transcription

The (+) strand DNA of the HIV genome is synthesized in two parts, one that initiates at the

3' polypurine tract (3'PPT) sequence and the other that initiates at the central polypurine

tract (cPPT) sequence (Figure 1.3.1). The DNA synthesized from the 3'PPT primer ter-

minates at the central termination sequence (CTS), a sequence near the middle of the viral

genome containing a dAn-dTn tract [48]. Mutation of the CTS is deleterious to viral repli-

cation, indicating the importance of termination to reverse transcription. Interestingly, the

CTS stops DNA synthesis only in the context of strand displacement synthesis, and the CTS

induces pausing, not termination, during DNA synthesis in the absence of a non-template

strand. Although the narrow of the minor groove of the dAn�dTn tract is thought to be

involved in causing pausing and termination at the CTS [212, 213], the mechanism for paus-

ing and termination remain incompletely understood. Footprinting and kinetic data suggest

that RT may interact with the CTS in a di�erent conformation than typically observed when

RT interacts with a double-stranded DNA [214, 215].

We hypothesized that the ability of RT to adopt multiple binding orientations or transla-

tional positions on its substrates may underlie the pausing and termination observed on the
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CTS. To test this hypothesis, we examined the interaction of RT on 19 bp double-stranded

DNA substrates containing either a wild-type CTS or a mutated CTS that does not cause

pausing or termination [216] (Figure A.1.1a). The DNA substrates were labeled with the

FRET acceptor dye Cy5 either near the 5' end of the primer (5' label) or near the 3' end of

the primer (3' label) (Figure A.1.1a). We also employed two di�erent labeling positions on

RT, one in which the FRET acceptor dye Cy3 resides within the �ngers domain at position

38 of the p66 subunit (F-label) and one where the Cy3 resides at the C-terminus of the pro-

tein near the RNase H domain (Figure A.1.1b) [24]. When RT interacted with a substrate

containing the mutant sequence, the F-labeled RT gave a low FRET value on the 5'-labeled

substrate and a high FRET value on the 3'-labeled substrate (Figure A.1.1c), indicating that

the �ngers domain and polymerase active site resided near the 3' end of the primer. The

H-labeled RT gave a high FRET value on the 5'-labeled substrate and a low FRET value

on the 3'-labeled substrate (Figure A.1.1c), indicating that the RNase H domain resided

near the 5' end of the primer. These results are consistent with RT binding to the mutant

substrate in the polymerase-competent binding mode, which is the expected binding mode

for RT on a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) substrate.

In contrast, when we examined RT's interactions with a substrate containing the wild-

type CTS, we saw F-labeled RT binding to the substrate in such a way that both the 5'-

and 3'-labeled substrates gave a high FRET value (Figure A.1.1d). Furthermore, H-labeled

RT binding to both the 5'- and 3'-labeled substrates produced a low FRET value (Figure

A.1.1d). These results seem to suggest that RT is binding to the wild-type CTS substrate

in a di�erent mode, which somehow places the �ngers domain near the 5' and 3' ends of the

substrate simultaneously. However, these two sites are situated ~ 6.5 nm away from each

other and do not seem to move closer upon binding by RT (Figure A.1.1e). Thus, these

results could indicate that the di�erent labeling schemes may be causing RT to bind the

5'-labeled substrate in a di�erent mode than it binds the 3'-labeled substrate.

We also examined RT's interactions with wild-type CTS and mutated CTS substrates
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Figure A.1.1: Binding orientation of RT on substrates containing a wild-type or mutant CTS.
a, Design of the mutant CTS (top) and wild-type CTS (bottom) constructs. The positions
of Cy5 in the 5'- and 3'- labeled constructs are represented as red stars. The position of
the biotin label is represented as a tan hexagon. The CTS is colored red. b, A cartoon
of RT showing the position of the Cy3 label in the F-labeled and H-labeled constructs.
The �ngers domain (F) and RNase H domain (H) are colored pink and teal, respectively.
c,d, Distribution of FRET values from the interaction of the mutant CTS substrate (c) or
wild-type CTS substrate (d) with RT. Top Row: Experiments performed with F-labeled
RT. Bottom Row: Experiments performed with H-labeled RT. Left Column: Experiments
performed with the 5'-labeled substrate. Right Column: Experiments performed with the
3'-labeled substrate. e, Left: Diagram of the FRET-labeled CTS substrate to measure
potential DNA bending. The positions of the Cy3 and Cy5 dyes are indicated by green
and red stars, respectively. Right: Histogram showing the FRET values observed for the
FRET-labeled CTS substrate in the absence (blue) or presence (red) of 1 µM unlabeled RT.
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Figure A.1.2: Binding mode of RT on longer CTS substrates. a, Diagrams of the mutant
(left) and wild-type (right) CTS substrates. The position of Cy5 in the 5'- and 3'- labeled
constructs are represented as red stars. The position of the biotin label is represented as a
tan hexagon. b,c, Distribution of FRET values from the interaction of the mutant CTS sub-
strate (b) or wild-type CTS substrate (c) with RT. Top Row: Experiments performed with
F-labeled RT. Bottom Row: Experiments performed with H-labeled RT. Left Column: Ex-
periments performed with the 5'-labeled substrate. Right Column: Experiments performed
with the 3'-labeled substrate.

containing a 38 bp duplex on which RT can display translational dynamics (Figure A.1.2a).

On the mutated CTS, the F-labeled RT gives a high FRET value when interacting with

3'-labeled substrate and a zero FRET value when interacting with the 5'-labeled substrate

(Figure A.1.2b). The H-labeled RT gives a low FRET value when interacting with both the

5'- and 3'-labeled substrates (Figure A.1.2b). This indicates that RT binds primarily in the

polymerase mode at the front end of the duplex, as expected for RT's interaction with a

normal dsDNA construct. RT does not spend a appreciable amount of time in the �ipped

orientation (where we would expect the H-labeled RT to give a high FRET value when

interacting with the 3'-labeled substrate) or bound to the back end of the duplex (where

we would expect the H-labeled RT to give a high FRET value when interacting with the 5'

labeled substrate).

In contrast, RT interacted with the wild-type 38bp CTS substrate in a di�erent binding

mode. F-labeled RT showed a high FRET value on both the 5'-labeled and 3'-labeled
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substrates while the H-labeled RT showed a low FRET value on both the 5'-labeled and 3'-

labeled substrates (Figure A.1.2c). Again, these observations seem contradictory given the

large (~ 13 nm) distance between the 3' and 5' ends of the DNA substrate, and may indicate

that the labeling perturbs RT binding, causing RT to interact with the 5'- and 3'-labeled

substrates in di�erent ways. Thus, further experiments are required to determine RT's true

binding mode on the CTS substrate.

A.2 E�ect of DNA sequence on the remodeling direction

of RSC

Because the nucleosome remodeling assays presented in Chapter 4 can determine the di-

rection in which RSC repositions the octamer, we used our assay to examine the factors

regulating the directionality of remodeling. RSC contains two subunits, Rsc3 and Rsc30,

that bind to CGCG sequences [68]. In our initial experiments on RSC, we noticed that

H2A/[end,+6] nucleosomes constructed from two di�erent DNA sequences gave di�erent

yields of entry-side and exit-side movement traces (Figure A.2.1): on sequence A, we ob-

served roughly 60% of traces showing entry-side motion and 40% of traces showing exit-side

motion, but on sequence B, we observed 80% of traces showing entry-side motion and 20% of

traces showing exit-side motion. This e�ect is largely an e�ect of the linker DNA as replacing

the 78 bp linker DNA from sequence B with the linker DNA sequence from sequence A (to

create the seq B+A_link construct) creates a construct where 60% of the remodeling traces

show entry-side motion (Figure A.2.1). The linker DNA from sequence B contains a CGCG

sequence near the edge of the 601 sequence, and to test whether this was involved in altering

the remodeling direction of RSC, we mutated that region by replacing the CGCG sequence

and the 5 bp preceding it with the corresponding sequence from sequence A (Figure A.2.1a).

This construct showed a more equal number of entry- and exit-side movement traces (Fig-

ure A.2.1b), suggesting that the CGCG sequence is involved in biasing RSC binding in an
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Figure A.2.1: E�ects of DNA sequence on remodeling direction. a, The DNA sequences used
in this study. The 601 positioning sequence is shown in orange. The linker DNA sequences
from seq A are colored purple and the linker DNAs from seq B are colored black. CGCG
sequences are highlighted in red. b, The fraction of remodeling traces showing entry-side
motion (orange) and exit-side motion (cyan). Remodeling was measured in the presence of
1 nM RSC and 20 µM ATP at 30°C.
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orientation that places the ATPase at the SHL�2 site. However, introducing a CGCGCG

sequence into sequence A does not appreciably alter the preferred remodeling direction of

the remodeler (Figure A.2.1), indicating that the CGCG may not be su�cient to alter the

remodeling direction of RSC, and additional sequences may be required.

A.3 Measuring the path of DNA translocation during nu-

cleosome remodeling by RSC

In this section, our goal was to determine whether the DNA moves along its canonical path

during RSC remodeling or whether RSC disrupts the canonical wrapping of the nucleosome

and moves the DNA along a di�erent path. We previously addressed this question by using

2-nt ssDNA gaps to stall the remodeler after di�erent amounts of translocation in order to

measure the FRET of these intermediates and compare them to the FRET values of canon-

ically wrapped nucleosomes with the dye repositioned by the same amount [26, 27]. To

determine whether RSC translocates DNA along its canonical path as it enters the nucleo-

some, we constructed a series of H2A/[end,+12] nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap placed

at varying distances away from the SHL �2 site (Figure A.3.1a). The exit-side movement

traces from these constructs showed a monotonic decrease in FRET to zero as expected, and

the entry-side movement traces showed an increase in FRET to a higher value, where the

remodeler stalls for some time before either the dyes photobleach or the FRET decreases

again (Figure A.3.1b). For each of the gap locations we tested, we classi�ed traces as showing

entry-side or exit-side movement and plotted the fraction of entry- and exit-side movement

traces observed (Figure A.3.1c). When the gap is at the SHL�2 site (n = 0), very few traces

show entry-side movement, but as the gap moves away from the SHL�2 site, we saw an

increase in the yield of entry-side movement traces (Figure A.3.1c). This result indicates

that gaps closer than ~7 bp to the SHL�2 site can interfere with the onset ATPase action at

the SHL�2 site.
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Figure A.3.1: Measuring the path of the DNA entering the nucleosome. a, Diagram of
the H2A/[end,+12] constructs used. b, Representative entry-side movement trace from
H2A/[end,+12] nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap 9 bp away from the SHL�2 site. The
region where the remodeler stalls at the gap, from which the �nal FRET values are calculated,
is highlighted in yellow. c, The fraction of traces showing exit-side (cyan) and entry-side
(orange) movement. d-g, Histograms showing the �nal FRET values from the exit-side
(cyan) and entry-side (orange) movement traces on H2A/[end,+12] constructs where the
gap is 3 (d), 6 (e), 7 (f), or 9 (g) bp away from the SHL�2 site.
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We also looked at the �nal FRET values at reached by the remodeling reactions and

plotted a histogram of the �nal FRET values for exit-side and entry-side movement (Figure

A.3.1d-g). Although the exit-side movement traces show a homogeneous peak at a �nal

FRET of zero, the entry-side movement traces from many of the constructs exhibited fairy

heterogeneous �nal FRET values (Figure A.3.1d,e). Because many of the constructs ex-

hibit heterogeneous stalling locations during entry-side movement, it is di�cult to draw any

conclusions from these data.

We performed a similar set of experiments to monitor the DNA exiting the nucleosome

by constructing H2A/[end,+6] nucleosomes with 2-nt ssDNA gaps varying distances away

from the SHL+2 site (Figure A.3.2a). The entry-side movement traces showed the expected

transient FRET increase followed by a decrease to low FRET while the exit-side movement

traces showed a monotonic decrease to low FRET where the remodeler pauses until photo-

bleaching occurs or the FRET shows a subsequent increase (Figure A.3.2b). Quantifying the

fraction of traces showing exit-side and entry-side movement showed a strong preference for

generating entry-side movement traces that decreased as the gap was moved away from the

SHL+2 site (Figure A.3.2c). This result con�rms that gaps closer than ~7 bp to the SHL2

site can interfere with the onset of ATPase action at that site.

For each of constructs examined, we recorded the �nal FRET values from the exit-side

and entry-side motion traces and plotted histograms of those values (Figure A.3.2d-g). The

entry-side movement traces all show a consistent �nal FRET value ~ 0.2 FRET as expected.

The entry-side movement traces, however, mostly showed a broad peak at low FRET whose

position did not change appreciably as the position of the gap was moved on the DNA. In

the case of the constructs where the gap is 3 or 5 bp away from the SHL+2 site, the �nal

FRET values from the exit-side movement traces overlapped well with the distribution of

�nal FRET values observed from the entry-side movement traces. Given that we observed

very many more entry-side movement traces than exit-side movement traces, it is possible
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Figure A.3.2: Measuring the path of the DNA exiting the nucleosome. a, Diagram
of the H2A/[end,+6] constructs used. b, Representative exit-side movement trace from
H2A/[end,+6] nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap 9 bp away from the SHL+2 site. The re-
gion where the remodeler stalls at the gap, from which the �nal FRET values are calculated,
is highlighted in yellow. c, The fraction of traces showing exit-side (cyan) and entry-side
(orange) movement. d-g, Histograms showing the �nal FRET values from the exit-side
(cyan) and entry-side (orange) movement traces on H2A/[end,+6] constructs where the gap
is 3 (d), 5 (e), 7 (f), or 9 (g) bp away from the SHL�2 site.
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that some of the entry-side movement traces exhibited a transient FRET increase too short

to be detected, and were misclassi�ed as exit-side movement traces.

To avoid problems with trace misclassi�cation, we adopted a di�erent strategy by placing

two consecutive methylphosphonate (MeP) linkages in the DNA in order to stall the remod-

eler. MeP groups are uncharged analogs of the phosphate groups that link nucleosides in

DNA and have been used to interfere with the ability of DNA translocases to interact with

the sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA [217]. Whereas nucleosomes with 2-nt ssDNA

gaps at both SHL2 sites are unstable (data not shown), nucleosomes with MeP linkages

installed at both SHL2 sites are stable, perhaps because the MeP linkages perturb the DNA

structure less than gaps. Thus, we created H2A/[end,+6] constructs with consecutive MeP

linkages at the SHL�2 site, to block the generation of entry-side movement traces, and an-

other set of consecutive MeP linkages either 5 or 9 bp from SHL+2, to limit the amount of

DNA translocation at this site (Figure A.3.3a). We therefore expected these two constructs

to show 5 or 9 bp of exit-side movement followed by stalling, that would leave the Cy5 dye 11

or 15 bp away from the edge of the nucleosome. As expected, remodeling of these constructs

produced no entry-side movement traces, and the exit-side movement traces showed mono-

tonic decreases in FRET to low FRET values. We determined the initial and �nal FRET

values from many nucleosomes showing remodeling and plotted histograms of these values

(Figure A.3.3b,c). The construct where the MeP linkages lie 9 bp away from the SHL+2

site produced uniform stalling at a FRET of 0.09 ± 0.05, which is consistent with ~11 bp

of translocation along the canonical path (Figure A.3.3c). However, the �nal FRET value

from the constructs where the MeP linkages lie 5 bp away from the SHL+2 site were very

heterogeneous (Figure A.3.3b), making it di�cult to interpret the data.

While the strategy of stalling the remodeler was successful for measuring the path of

DNA translocation by the ISWI family remodelers, the SWI/SNF remodelers engage the

SHL2 site much di�erently than the ISWI family remodelers [124], perhaps accounting for

why remodeling of some of these constructs exhibited stalling at heterogeneous FRET val-
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Figure A.3.3: Stalling DNA translocation with methylphosphonate linkages. a, Design of the
H2A/[end,+6] constructs used. The location of the methylphosphonate linkages are shown
as red squares. b,c, Histograms showing the average FRET before (blue) and after (red)
remodeling with 1 nM RSC and 20 µM ATP.

ues (Figures A.3.1d,e and A.3.3b). Because we could not interpret the results of these

experiments, we can only qualitatively assess whether the FRET changes we observe during

nucleosome remodeling by RSC are consistent with the DNA moving along its canonical

path.

A.4 RSC can reverse directions during remodeling

In our examination of RSC activity on constructs containing 2-nt ssDNA gaps, we noticed

that many of the traces showed the enzyme apparently reversing direction after the AT-

Pase stalls at the location of the gap (Figure A.4.1a,b). For example, when RSC remodeled

H2A/[end,+12] nucleosomes with a gap 9 bp away from SHL�2, the traces showing entry-

side movement result from ATPase action at the SHL�2 site and would therefore be blocked

from translocating more than 9 bp of DNA. These traces showed an initial waiting period for

remodeling to begin (region 1), a increase in FRET followed by stalling at a high FRET value

(region 2), and a monotonic decrease to zero FRET (region 3) (Figure A.4.1a). This mono-

tonic decrease to zero FRET in region 3 resembles exit-side DNA motion, indicating that the

remodeler may have reversed the direction of DNA translocation after stalling. However, this

monotonic decrease in FRET could result from other processes, such as unwrapping of the
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Figure A.4.1: Direction reversal by RSC. a,b, Entry-side movement of H2A/[end,+12] nu-
cleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap 9 bp away from SHL�2 (a) or exit-side movement of
H2A/[end,+6] nucleosomes with a 2-nt ssDNA gap 9 bp away from SHL+2 (b). Top: Car-
toon of the nucleosome constructs. Bottom: Example FRET traces. Region 1 (R1) highlights
the waiting period before remodeling begins, region 2 (R2) highlights entry-side movement
(a) or exit-side movement (b) followed by stalling of the ATPase, and region 3 (R3) highlights
direction reversal. c, Rate constants from exit-side movement traces from the remodeling of
the nucleosome constructs in panel (b) in the presence of 50 µM ATP and either 1 nM or
0.2 nM RSC.

DNA away from the edge of the nucleosome. However, when RSC remodeled H2A/[end,+6]

nucleosomes with a gap 9 bp away from SHL+2, the exit-side movement traces exhibited

an initial waiting period (region 1), a monotonic decrease in FRET to stall at a low FRET

value (region 2), and a subsequent transient increase in FRET followed by a decrease to

~ 0.2 FRET (region 3) (Figure A.4.1b). The FRET changes observed in region 3 of these

traces are characteristic of entry-side movement traces and inconsistent with processes like

unwrapping, indicating that after stalling at the 2-nt ssDNA gap, the remodeler can reverse

direction and translocate DNA in the opposite direction around the nucleosome.

These direction reversals could be due either to binding of a second remodeler after

dissociation of the original remodeler, or it could be due to a single remodeler reversing

direction without dissociating. In order to distinguish between these possibilities, we tested

the dependence of the reversal kinetics on the concentration of enzyme during remodeling of

the H2A/[end,+6] nucleosomes with a gap 9 bp away from the SHL+2 site. If the direction
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reversal is due to enzyme dissociation followed by enzyme binding, the rate at which direction

reversal occurs (krev) should be dependent on the concentration of enzyme. However, if the

reversal represents a single enzyme dynamically reorienting itself, krev should be independent

of the enzyme concentration. To determine krev, we performed remodeling reactions with

either 1 nM or 0.2 nM RSC, examined all traces showing exit-side movement, measured

the lifetime of the low FRET state (τlow), and recorded the fraction of traces that showed

direction reversal versus the fraction of traces that showed bleaching before reversal could

occur. Because photobleaching and direction reversal compete in determining the lifetime of

the low FRET state, krev is given by Prev/〈τlow〉, where 〈τlow〉 is the average lifetime of the low

FRET state and Prev is the fraction of traces showing direction reversal. These experiments

demonstrate that krev is similar between the two enzyme concentrations (Figure A.4.1c).

We also estimated the rate at which remodeling begins by similar means: we examined all

traces, measured the lifetime of the initial FRET state until remodeling or bleaching occurred

(τinitial), and recorded the fraction of traces where we observed exit-side motion, entry-side

motion, or bleaching before either type of motion could be observed. Because enzyme binding

is required for remodeling, we the rate at which remodeling begins should depend on the

concentration of enzyme. Indeed, the rate at which exit-side movement begins (kexit) and

the rate at which entry-side movement begins (kentry) both show a strong dependence on

the concentration of enzyme (Figure A.4.1c). Furthermore, at 0.2 nM RSC, the krev is much

faster than kexit or kentry, indicating that the reversal step cannot involve free enzyme binding

from solution.

Thus, when the ATPase of RSC stalls at a 2-nt ssDNA gap, it is capable of reversing

direction and this direction reversal does not require enzyme dissociation. This direction

reversal could either be due to the ATPase disengaging from one SHL2 site and the entire

complex reorienting itself to engage the other SHL2 site, or it could involve the ATPase

translocating DNA in the opposite direction, which has been observed previously [109, 218].
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However, given that the behavior of RSC when remodeling most constructs containing gaps

is strange (see Section A.3), the physiological relevance of this observation is unclear.

A.5 The kinetic step size of RSC

Although ISWI remodelers translocate DNA 1 bp at a time, they exhibit kinetic pausing

and show an initial step of 7 bp followed by subsequent steps of 3-4 bp in size [26, 27]. To

determine whether RSC exhibits a similar kinetic step size, we examined the exit-side move-

ment traces from a series of H2A/[end,+n] constructs , identi�ed the location of the major

pause sites, and constructed a histogram of these values across many individual nucleosome

remodeling events (Figure A.5.1). These histograms showed a peak at an intermediate FRET

value, and the average FRET value of this peak increased as the initial length of the DNA

linker was changed from 3 bp to 0 bp to -3 bp (Figure A.5.1c). Assuming the DNA exits

the nucleosome along its canonical path, we can estimate the kinetic step size to be 11.6 ±

1.2 bp, 12.8 ± 1.5 bp and 13.3 ± 1.5 bp on the n = 3, 0, and �3 bp constructs, respectively.

Thus, overall these results suggest a kinetic step size of 12.6 ± 0.8 bp. These measurements

suggest that nucleosome remodeling by RSC involves kinetic step sizes larger than those

observed for ISWI remodelers.
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Figure A.5.1: Kinetic step size of RSC. a, Cartoon depicting the nucleosome construct used.
b, Representative FRET traces showing exit-side movement on nucleosomes with n = 3, 0
or -3 bp of linker DNA. c, The FRET values at which the remodeling traces show pausing
are plotted on a histogram and �t to a Gaussian curve (black). Histograms are constructed
from >50 traces collected in at least three independent experiments. The reported error is
the standard deviation of the Gaussian curve. [RSC] = 1-5 nM, [ATP] = 2-5 µM, 30°C.
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